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column, when a new record card is begum for the em 
ployee when his old card is filled. 
On the top of the machine, there is provided a time 

card box, which carries the tir;ne cards for each individual 
employee. On these time cards there is various data, 
relating particularly to the number of regular hours and 
the number of overtime hours which the employee has 
worked. On this card are also various types of deduc 
tions which I have been previously mentioned and which 
are recorded thereon by the clerk. 
These time cards are adapted to be ejected from the 

stack upon operation of the Net Pay key. 
The control of the ejection of the time clock cards, 

when used in connection with the payroll imachines, is 
specifically illustrated and described in an application 
for Letters Patent of the United States i filed November 
21, 1950, - by Angus G. Helgeson, and bearing Serial 
Number 196,906, which issued into United States (Patent 
No. 2,682,993 on July 6, 1954. - 
Mounted on top of the machine and to the left of 

the time card box is an automatic tax indicator device. 
This tax indicator device includes a chart of constant 
ffigures, which chart is mounted on a rotatable drum, the 
drum being rotated under control of certain differential 
mechanisms which in turn are controlled by the totalizer 
wheels of the crossfooter when the Gross key in row 1. 
is depressed. The depression of this key causes a sub 
total operation of the employee's gross pay, which has 
been accumulated in this crossfooter during the opera 
tions of entering the regular Gross pay, and, in addition, 
any overtime pay or bonus pay which the employee has 
earned. 
On this chart there are several columns of figures, which 

indicate taxes of various kinds; namely, F. O. A. B., city 
income taxes, and federal income taxes, according to the 
number of dependents the employee has and according to 
the amount of gross pay of such employee. in the first 
column, the gross pays are printed to indicate a $2.00 
range in pay. 
The social security or F. O. O. B. taxes are in four 

columns and are divided according to the amount of 
money in cents that the man makes; in other words, from 
Zero to 33 cents the figures are in one column, from 34 
cents to 99 cents in another column, and i from $1.00 to 
$1.66 in a third column; and from $1.67 to $1.99 on the 
gross pay there is a fourth column. The city income tax 
figures are in two columns, based on oddi dollar ranges 
of $2.00; i. e., at each $5.00, 87.00, $9.00, etc., the tax, 
at the rate of one half of one percent, increases one cent. 
The federal income tax figures are based on the number 
of dependents that a man has, running from no dependents 
to nine dependents. 

Behind these various columns of figures, there are elec 
tric lamps, which are lighted under control of the amount 
differentials and also under control of the bank of keys 
representing the number of dependents that the employee 
has. - 

Also on this chart of figures there are five extra columns 
in the upper right-hand corner of the chart, which figures 
Irelate to federal income taxes when the amounts of gross 
pay under $60.00 end in an odd number of dollars, and 
these five columns take into consideration amounts from 
no dependents to four dependents. • 
There is also a control of a lamp in this machime, 

which is lighted whenever there is to be no tax chargeable 
against the man's gross pay. In other words, if a man 
makes only, say, under $60.00 and has five or more 
dependents, of course, he will have no tax to pay on 
this amount, and therefore all of the lamps which relate 
to federal income taxes will be controlled so that they 
will not light, but a special lamp will be lighted to show 
green to indicate that there is no tax to be deducted. 
There is also another lamp in connection with this auto 

matic tax indicator, which is lighted whenever the em 
ployee's gross pay has reached $3,600.00 or more, because 
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it is at this figure that there is no further social Security 
to be taken from his pay. Therefore, when I this figure 
of $3,600.00 is entered into the machine from the original 
pickup of the man's prior earnings, or if the amount 
should reach $3,600.00 during the addition of the current 
week's pay, which is being entered into the machine, this 
control will take place electrically and cause a lamp to 
be lighted, which will show red to indicate that the em 
ployee has had a gross pay so far during the year of 
83,600.00 and, therefore, that there shall be no more 
F. O. A. B. or social security tax deducted from his pay. 
During this operation, the F. O. A. B. lamps are all com 
trolled so that none of them will be lighted, and there 
fore the operator will not see any amount in the columns 
which relate to the F. O. A. B. taxes. 

For the purpose of illustrating one form of the present 
invention, the machine shown herein is constructed to 
perform the functions above stated in connection with the 
making up of the payroll for employees, and when used 
i'r connection with a machine similar to that shown in 
the above mentioned Spurlino et al. Patent No. 2,467,704, 
which machine is constructed primarily for the purpose 
of payroll work. 

This present invention greatly enhances and speeds up 
the writing of payroll checks due to the fact that auto 
matically, under the control of the amount of money 
which an employee earned and under control of the num 
ber of dependents which the employee has, the operator 
can instantly read off the amount of taxes which are to 
be deducted from . Such employee's gross pay, these 
amounts being indicated through a lighted area - on the 
backs of certain columns of figures which are preselected 
according to the employee's gross pay which has been 
entered into the machine, along with the combined con 
ticl, depending upon how many dependents the employee 
has, 

Therefore, it is not necessary for the operator to stop 
and figure the amount offederal income tax, the amount 
of city income tax, or the amount of F. O. A. B. which 
is to be deducted from the employee's pay. 

It is, therefore, one object of this invention to provide 
an accounting machine for distributing items into a plu 
Irality of classification totalizers and also to provide the 
necessary crossfooters Cr add-Subtract totalizers for clb 
taining the proper totals and balances of the various neces 
sary items in order to produce a payroll check and the 
necessary records in connection therewith. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide 
means for indicating to the operator the amount of 
F. O. A. B. contribution, the amount of city income 
taxes, and the amount of federal income taxes which 
are to be deducted from the employee's gross pay, 
depending upon the number of dependents which the 
employee has. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

means for automatically indicating to the operator o'r 
automatically signaling the operator that there is to be 
no tax deducted from the employees's payroll check. 

60 
A still further object of this invention is to provide 

automatically an indicating mechanism for an indicator, 
to tell the cperator when the employee's gross pay 
has I reached $3,600.00, so - that there should be no more 
F. O. A. B. deductions from this particular employee's 
pay. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

electrically-controlled means under control of the amount 
differentials and under control of a bank of keys which 
record the number of dependents an employee has, to 
automatically indicate to the operator the amount of 
taxes which are to be deducted from the employee's 
groSS pay. 
Another object is to control relays to in turn control 

the lighting of lamps during another operation of a 
multiple operation than the one in which said relays are 
originally pulled up or engaged. - — 
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A still further object of the present invention is 
to provide a rotating drum mechanism upon which there 
is secured a chart of figures representing various gross 
pays, various F. O. A. B deductions, various city income 
tax deductions, and various federal income tax deduc 
tions, depending upon the number of dependents an em 
ployee has, which drum mechanism is located on top of 
the machine, so that the operator can readilly read of the 
amount of various taxes to be deducted, depending lipon 
the number of dependents the employee has. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
tax chart to be used in connection with a machine for 
making up payrolls, on which chart there are provided 
a plurality of columns of figures and behind each column 
there is a lamp which is adapted to be lighted under 
control of the amount differentials and under control 
of the number of dependents keys which are operated. 
Another object is to controll the lighting of the lamps 

under control of the gross pay set up on differentials 
in a sub-total operation. 

With these and incidental objects in view, the in 
vention includes certain novel features of construction 
and combinations of parts, a preferred form or embodi 
ment of which is hereinlafter described with reference to 
the drawings which accompany and form a part of this 
specification. 

In said drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic view of a keyboard of the ima 

chine used in connection with the present invention, 
which keyboard is to control a machine of the type illus 
trated and described in the abovementioned Spurlino 
et al. Patent No. 2,467,704. • 

Fig. 2 is a detail sectional view through one of the 
amount banks of keys and shows a differential mecha 
nism operated under control of these keys to control 
the printing of amounts, selector switches associated with 
certain differentials, and also with the bank of keys which 
will be hereinlafter known as the bank of dependents 
keys are controlled by such differentials. 

Fig. 3 is a detail of one of the selector Switches used 
in connection with the amount differentials, the total 
control bank differential, and also the number of de 
pendents bank of keys. These switches are also shown 
ith diagrammatic form in the electrical wiring diagrams. 

Fig. 4 is a detail of a portion of the transfer total 
drive mechanism from the machine. 

Fig. 5 shows the totalizer-controlling mechanism rela 
tive to its timing for adding, reading, resetting, and 
transfer of total, and the transfer total selection and 
drive. 

Fig. 6 is a detail of the totalizer-engaging control for 
the transfer of totals. 

Fig, 7 is a detail view of the totalizer-engaging control 
for add, read, and reset operations. 

Fig. 8 shows the printer drive control and the posi 
tive stop for the printer cam line under control of the 
row 3 printer selection. 

Fig. 9 shows the total control plate which is differential 
lly set under control of the keys in row 1. This also shows 
the connection to one of the selector Switches which, as 
above mentioned, is under control of the keys in row 1. 

Fig. 10 is a front elevation of the automatic tax indi 
cator drum, which is shown partly in section, and asso 
ciated mechanism. 

Fig. 11 is a view in reduced scale, showing a part of 
a payroll machine, with the automatic tax indicator 
mounted on the upper left top part thereof. 

Fig. 12 is a right-hand elevation view of the tax indi 
cator and shows particularly the brushes associated with 
the $10.00 differential which selects the $10.00 group of 
lines on the chart. 

Fig. 13 is a view taken approximately on line 13-13 
of Fig. 10 and shows the individual line selection brushes 
and also shows a part of the lamp devices which are ar 
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ranged behind the reading opening for the lines of figures 
on the chart. 

Fig. 14 is a detail view, showing the contacts used 
in connection with the selections of the lines to be 
Set in a readable position after the group of lines has 
been Selected by the $10.00 differential. These contacts 
are controlled by the brushes shown in Fig. 13 under 
control of the dollar differential. 

Fig. 15 is a view taken approximately on line 15-15 
of Fig. 10 and shows the contact rings which are used in 
connection with the brushes of Fig. 12 to control the 
group of lines to be selected. 

Fig. 16 is a view approximately on line 16-16 of 
Fig. 10, looking in the direction of the arrows, and 
shows particularly the left end of the tax chart drum. 

Fig. 17 is a facsimile of a payroll check which is printed 
by the machine, showing the gross pay, the various de 
ductions, and the various balances which the employee has 
earned or has had deducted from his pay so far during the year. 

Fig. 18 is a detail view of the mounting for the auto 
matic tax indicator. 

Fig. 19 is a detail view of a portion of the tax chart 
showing the various columns of figures relating to the 
Old Age Benefit deductions, the city income tax deduc 
tions, and the federal income tax deductions. 

FigS. 20-A to 20-D, taken together, constitute a wiring 
diagram showing the lighting system or, in other words, 
the lamps which are used in connection with the tax 
.chart So as to light up the proper column after the line 
has been Selected under control of the amount differentials 
Set according to the gross pay plus the number of de 
pendents the employee has. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Described in general terms, the machine embodying the 

the present invention is of the general type disclosed in 
the above-mentioned Shipley and Goldberg patents, and 
particularly the patent to Spurlino et al. No. 2,467,704. 
These patents all disclose a plurality of totalizers into 
which may be distributed various amounts, according to 
the business system for which the machine is being built. 
The Spurlino et all. patent last mentioned is used par 
ticularly for payroll work, and the totalizers are adapted 
to receive the many and various items constituting in 
dividual transactions that are handled in the process of making out payroll checks. 
The above-mentioned Shipley and Goldberg patents 

also disclose what are known in the art as add-and-subtract 
totalizers, or crossfooters, by which name they have come 
to be known, from which balances may be printed at any 
time. 
To controll the printing of the various printing media, 

the machine has four rows of controll keys and fifteen 
banks of amount keys, as shown diagrammatically in 
Fig. ll. The amount keyboard is what is known in the 
art as a Split keyboard. The split in the keyboard is 
indicated by a dot-and-dash line and is marked “Split,” so 
that the amounts under control of the keys on the left:- 
hand side of the split go into one side of a split totalizer 
and the amounts under control of the banks of keys to 
the right of the split go into the other side of the split 
totalizer. The first bank of keys on the left is called the 
Number of Dependents bank and is what is known in the 
art as a combination bank. It controls printing in adding 
operations, and the differential may be controlled by a 
totalizer wheel in total and sub-total operations. There 
fore, there is a split-and-normal condition from the rest 
of the banks to the immediate right thereof. The next 
two banks of keys are accumulator banks, and the fourth, 
fifth, Sixth, and Seventh banks of keys are to record the 
number of hours which the employee works. The eight 
banks of keys to the right of the split are all amount banks. 
The four right-hand banks are used for deductions, the 
five right-hand banks are usually used for earnings, and 
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the six right-hand banks are used to pick up prior earnings 
and prior amounts of various kinds necessary with the 
writing of the payroll checkS. • 
The machine shown in the last-mentioned Spurlino et al. 

patent is i adapted to print on an earnings record card to 
the right of the machine, on a check near the center of the 
machine, and on a payroll summary which is adapted to 
be fed and printed on the left side of the machine. 
The four rows of controll keys on the right side of the 

keyboard control, the selection of the columns and the 
selection of the various i line spaces in the columns to 
receive the printed data, according to the Several Copera 
tions of the machine necessary to complete a payroll check 
writing and issuing transaction. 
The number of operations, of ccurse, varies with the 

number of types of earnings to be credited to each erail 
ployee and also varies with the number of deductionS 
chargeable against the gross earnings of each employee. 
As has been previously. Stated, the time clock card box is 
located on the top of the machine near the right side, 
and the automatic tax indicator is located on top of the 
machine to the left. • 

Generally, an operation of the writing of a payroll 
check, Such as that shown in Fig. 17, comprises the follow 
ing operations: first, pick up the employee's earnings to 
date from a Summary payroll, and Set this annot!12t llp 
on the annount keys and depress the earnings-to-date key 
in row 2. Then pick up the amount of federal income 
tax which has been previously deducted, then pick thp 
the amount of city income tax previously deducted, atnd 
finally pick up the amount offederal C). A. B. or Social 
security which has been previously deducted. This in 
volves four operations of the machine, each of which is 
set into inmotion by the operation of the various keys in 
row, 2. In other words, when picking up the federal 
income tax, the With holding : Tax key in row 2 is de 
pressed; for the operation of picking up the city income 
tax, the City Tax key is operated; and when pickinig up 
the Social Security, the F. O. A. B. key is operated to 
release the machine and cause Such amount to be added 
into the proper totalizers. 

Ein the next operation, the operator sets up the number 
of dependents in the left-hand row of keys Shown in 
Fig. 1 and also sets up, for example, the amount $1 16.00 
and depresses the Gross Earnings key, which is the top 
key in row 4. 
The tax chart which is placed on the automatic tax 

indicator drum is preferably photographed on a film So 
that the numbers are white, and, when lamps are lighted 
behind these numbers, the operator can very readilly read 
the number which has been Selected. 

Therefore, in conjunction with the present invention, 
there are provided on the inside of the drum (7 electric 
lamps which are adapted to be controlled as to their light 
ing under control of the amount of the groSS pay and 
the number of dependents which are registered into the 
machine. The lamps are shown diagrammatically in 
Fig. 20—A of the wiring diagram. 
There are a number of relay's used in connection with 

this invention, and these are all numbered in the - 'wiring 
diagram, the complete diagram consisting of FigS. 20—A. 
to 20–HD, inclusive. 

in order to simplify the schematic wiring diagram to 
limit the number of lines as much as possible, the 6-ycoliti 
and 48-volt taps from the A. C. transformer and the 115 
volt power input sources are shown as battery and 
ground. 
To continue on with the operation in the General De 

scription wherein the $1 16.00 gross pay has been entered 
into the machine, as above mentioned, the Gross Earning 
key in the No. 9 position in row 4 is depressed for this 
operation. 

In the wiring diagram, there are also shown the selector 
Switches in a diagrammatical form. There is one selector 
switch associated with the Number of Dependents keys 
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8 
differential, one selector Switch associated with the 
thousand-dollar bank differential, two switches aSSociated 
with the hundred-dollar bank differential, three Switches 
associated with the ten-dollar bank differential, two 
switches associated with the dollar bank differential, one 
associated with the dimes bank differential, cene aSSociated 
with the units bank differential, and one Selector Switch 
associated with the differential in row . . These are all 
diagrammatically shown in the wiring diagram in FigS. 
20–C and 20-D. w 

Ail relays R? to Ri:5, R87, and R23, when conce op 
erated, are held - operated under control of Irelay R16, 
which is operated during i Net Pay operations to cause 
release of said relays, the Net Pay operation being the 
final check writing operation. Thus all relays are in 
normal positions ready to control the writing of the next 
check. ~~ • 

The Seiector Switch associated with the row of De 
pendents keys differential controls the operation of Irelays 
Nos. R4 to Ri.3 inclusive. These relays have been So 
numbered on the wiring diagram in FigS. 20—A to 20-D. 
To the left side of these relays, there is a Series of num 
bers 0 to 9, which correspond to the Zero position of the 
Dependents bank up to the 9 position of the Dependents 
key bank. 

Relays Rd, R2, and R3 are associated with and assist in 
the controlling of the lighting of the lamps associated with 
the social security columns of figures, the city income tax 
figures, and, under certain conditions, the federal income 
tax figures. • 
The depression of key 9 in row 4-namely, the Gross 

Earnings key-causes the closing of Switch labelled key 9 
row, 4 to provide current to the Selector Switch aSSociated 
with the number of Dependents keys differential. There 
fore, the selector Switch associated with said differential 
pulls up relay R4 when there are no dependentS. In 
other words, when the differential of this bank stops at 
zero, the relay R4 will be energized or pulled up. 

During this operation, when the number of dependents 
varies from Zero to 9, the relays Rás, to Rí3, respectively, 
are operated, depending upon whether or not no keys i 
to 9 are depressed. When there is no key depressed, the 
relay R4 is pulled up; when No. 1 key is depressed, relay 
R5 is pulled up, etc., down to the No. 19 key, which pulls 
up relay R3. 

During this operation, circuits will be set up to later 
controi the lighting of the desired lamps. When the 
amount is under $60.00, the relay R4 operates, and, if 
it is an even number of dollars, one of the lamps Zero to 4 
for the number cif dependents will be lighted, and, when 
it is an oddi number of dollars, cene of the lamps 5 to 9 
will be lighted. If the amount is over $60.00 and there 
are no dependents, the zero lamp will be lighted, and 
proportionately down the line, if there are mine depend 
ents and the amount is over $60.30, the No. 9 lamp will 
be lighted. If the amount is tander $60.00 and there 
are five or more dependents, then there is no tax, and there 
will be a No Tax green light which is lighted. 
The next operation is to depress the Gross key in row 1. 

Gir the total row. This is a Sub-total operation; i. e., 
the machine takes a Sub-total of the crossfooter and there 
fore Sets the artmount differentials under control of the 
groSS pay in the crossfooter, which, we will assume, is 
$1 16.00. The depression of this key initiates the machine 
Cperation and at the proper time causes cam Switch. D 
to again clicise. This Switch is normally closed at the be 
ginning of the operation of the machine but is open dur 
ing the movement of the selector Switches. While the 
Switch is open, the differential is set under control of this 
Gross key; then Switch D closes at the proper time. This 
Supplies the current to the three selecting switches as 
Sociated with the $10. GCI bank differential and the two 
Selecting Switches associated with the hundred-dollar bank 
differential to position the tax indicator drum, to select 
the group of lines under control of the S10.00 bank dif 
ferential. In other words, - there are five groups of lines 
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associated with each $10.00 jump in gross amounts. In 
addition, power is supplied to the dollar selector to de 
termine even or oddi dollars. Then switch C closes to 
Supply power to the dime bank selector switch, and it 
Supplies power to the penny bank Selector when needed, 
based on 66-cent pay steps. 

Therefore, first it is necessary to select a group of 
lines, and then, under control of the amount in the dollars 
bank differential, the particular line of the group is se 
iected. The supplying of the current to the $10.00 and 
$100.00 switches and to the even dollar bank, by the 
depression of the Gross key in row 1, also i energizes re 
1ays R, and R3 to partially control the four F. O. A. B. 
lamps and to fully controll the two city income tax lamps. 
One of the $10.00 switches energizes relay R14 when the 
amount is below $60.00 to partially controll the federal 
income tax lamps. Now, of course, if the amount is be 
low $60.00, relay R14 controls the federal income tax 
lamps when there are no dependents to four dependents 
on the even or the oddi dollar amounts. If there are 
more than four dependents, then a No Income Tax lamp 
is lighted when Irelay R14 operates. 
The operation in which the Gross key in the total row 

or row it is depressed controls the lighting of the lamps 
in the city income tax columns and the social security 
columns as follows. When the dollars are even and the 
cents are from nothing to 33 cents, the relays Rif, R3, and 
R2 are operated, and lamp No. 1 under the city income 
tax column and lamp No. 1 on Social Security column 
are lighted. When the amounts are in even dollfars and 
the cents are from 34 cents to 99 cents, relays R1 and R3 
are operated to cause the lighting of lamp No. 1' in the 
city income tax column and lamp No. 2 in the social se 
curity column. When the amount of dollars is odd and 
the amount of cents runs from nothing to 66 cents, re 
lay R2 is operated, which causes lamp No. 2 in the city 
income tax column to be lighted and lamp No. 3 in the 
social security column to be lighted. When the amount 
of dollars is oddi and the cents run from 67 cents to 99 
cents, the city income tax lamp No. 2, is lighted and the 
social security tax lamp No. 4 is lighted. 

During this operation the drum is positioned and relay 
R18 is pulled up (if even tens of dollars), R19 (if $100.00) 
R29 and R21, (reversing relays) (R22 (delayed action re 
|lay) and IR23 (a two-speed relay) are pulled up during 
this operation. 
The next operation is the extension of the earnings to 

date, which is controlled by the depression of “Exten 
sion” key in row 1 and “Earnings to Date” key in row 2. 
If the amount is over $3,600.00, the relay R15 is puilied 
up, the red light is operated, and any F. C. A. B. lamp 
is disabled. During this operation, Irelay R£7 supplies 
power to the lamps. 
The final operation, of course, is the Net Pay. To get 

the Net Pay of the employee, the operator depresses 
the Net Pay key in row 1, and this pulls up relay Ri6 
and releases all of the circuits. 

It might be well to say here in connection with the 
general description that there are three basic circuits in 
connection with this invention. One circuit controls the 
position of the drum, one circuit controls the income tax 
lamps, and another circuit controls the city income tax 
and the F. O. A. B. Social Security lamps. 

DETAFLED DESCRIPTION 
Keyboard 

The keyboard of the machine is shown in diagrammatic 
form in Fig. 1. 
The left-hand bank of keys 59 are used for the purpose 

of registering the number of dependents in connection 
with the deduction of the federal income taxes. The next 
six banks of keys 60 are used to register the number of 
hours and may be used in connection with the W-2 
form for setting up the total amount of wages earned. 
Between key banks 7 and 8 there is a permanent split. 
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10 
To the right of this split, the eight banks of keys 6 
are used for setting up deductions and for setting up 
amounts of earnings to date and prior earnings, and also, 
in connection with the W–2 forms, are used to set up the 
total amount of taxes which have been deducted for 
various purposes. 
To the right of the amount keys 60 and 61 are four 

rows of controll keys designated “Row 1,” “Row 2,” “Row 
3,” and “Row 4.” Keys 62 of row 1 are operating or 
motorized keys; that is, they release the machine for 
actuation when depressed. The “Gross” key 62 causes 
a sub-total of the crossfooter to set up the employee's 
gross pay in the amount differentials. The “Net Pay” 
key 62 causes a clearing of the crossfooter, which at 
this time contains the employee's net pay. Key 63 is 
a non-nmotorized key and is used in conjunction with the 
“X Earnings to Date” key of row 2. The top keys 64 
of row 1 are non-motorized keys and are used to select 
the totalizers corresponding to the keys of rows 2, 3, and 
4 during clearing operations. 
The keys of row 2 are designated 65. The keys of 

row 3 are designated 66, and the keys of row 4 are 
designated 67. 
The keys “X,” “Y,” “Z,” and “W” 65 of row 2 are 

used to pick up the totals of Earnings to Date, With 
holding Tax, City Tax, and F. O. A. B. Social Security, 
respectively, prior to the writing of an individual payroll 
check. The “W–2” key is used to release the machime 
when the W–2 forms are being set up and printed by the 
imachine for use to be sent to federal income tax offices. 
The “Over $3,600.00” key is used to release the machine 
when an employee's pay has reached $3,600.00 and, there 
fore, there should be no further deductions for social 
security taken from this particular individual. 
The “K Net Pay” key 66 of row 3 is used for printing 

special checks when there are to be no deductions, as in 
the case of a vacation pay check. The remaining keys 
“J” to “T” in this row 3 are used to set up the various 
deductions which may be applicable to any employee. 
The keys 67 of row 4, marked “B” to “H” and “P” 

and “L” are used in connection with the writing of the 
payroll according to the designations on the keys opposite 
the letters. 
The keys of rows 2, 3, and 4 select various totalizers 

in the machine in the manner which has been fully 
illustrated and explained in the previously-mentioned 
Spcurlino et al. Patent No. 2,467,704. 

Operating mechanism 
Normally the machine is electrically operated by a con 

ventional type of motor such as that disclosed in the 
Shipley patents referred to hereinbefore, and, in addition, 
a hand crank (not shown) is provided for operating the 
machine manually whenever necessary. The well-known 
starting bar used on previous machines has been omitted 
from this machine, and, instead, the machine is re 
leased for operation by depression of any one of a plu 
Irality of so-called “Imotorized” or “operating” keys located 
in the control rows of keys; that is, keys 62 of row 1, 
keys 65 of row 2, keys 66 of row 3, and keys 67 of row 
4, as shown in Fig. 1. These keys will be explained more 
in detail later in the specification. 

Depression of any one of the operating or motorized 
keys releases a key lock shaft 69 (Figs. 2 and 9;) to the 
action of a spring (not shown), which rocks said shaft 
a slight distance clockwise to operate the clutch mecha 
nism which connects the driving motor to a main cam 
shaft 70, journaled in the machine side frames 74. The 
movement of this key lock shaft 69 simultaneously op 
erates the switch mechanism which closes the circuit to 
the motor, thus causing the motor to operate and drive 
the main drive shaft 70. 
The machine disclosed herein is adapted to make two 

types of operations, one of which is an adding opera 
ition, consisting of one cycle, and the other of which is 
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a total-talking - operation, consisting of two cycles. In 
this application, one complete rotation of the main drive 
shaft 70 is considered “one cycle” of cperation. 
As I has been stated above, the machine is adapted to 

be used for making out a payroll, which involves the 
issuing of checks having printed thereon Various data, 
such as the employee's gross earnings, Various deditlic 
tions, and the net earnings, in addition to Several other 
types of data which the machine is adapted to print. 
The setting up and registering of the gross pay, deduc 

tions, number of hours, etc., are one-cycle operations. 
The printing of the employee's net pay is a two-cycle or 
total-talking operation, wherein the net pay is printed as 
the balance remaining after the various deductions have 
been made from the employee's gross pay. 
To obtain the employee's gross pay, the operator adds 

together the several different types of pay, Such as regular 
pay, overtime pay, and possibly a bonus, which the enn 
ployee may have coming, and then makes a Sub-total op 
eration by depressing the “Gross” key 62 in row 1, or the 
total row. 

Therefore, it can be seen that, in order to issue pay 
checks for one employee, it requires Severai operations 
of the one-cycle type and also operations of the total 
taking and sub-total-taking type, which consists of two 
cycles. 
Near the end of each single-cycle operation and near 

the end of the second cycle of two-cycle operations, the . 
key lock shaft 69 is returned counter-clockwise to disen 
gage the clutch mechanism and simultaneously open the 
motor Switch to the electric motor, thus causing the ma 
chine to stop when it reaches home position. 
The tripping or release of the shaft 69 is one of the 

first things that happen during the operation, and this 
takes place before the cam Shaft 70 operates. Near the 
end of the cycle, the shaft 69 is moved to its normal posi 
tion. 
When the machine is manually operated by the use 

of a hand crank, the operating keys are used for releasing 
the machine in exactly the same manner as when the 
imachine is electrically operated. 

Amount differential mechanism 
The differential mechanism i for each of the banks of 

keys 59, 69, and 6 i is identical, and in Fig. 2 there is 
shown a cross section of the machine alongside of cine of 
the banks of keys 61. Therefore, it is thought that a 
description of this one differential mechanism will suffice 
for all banks of amount keys 60 and 6 and also for the 
bank of keys 59, which relate to the number of de 
pendents. • 

Moreover, the key bank frames for the keys 59, 69, 
and 612 are identical, as is the zero stop mechanism for 
these banks of keys, and, therefore, the description of the 
bank of keys 6 i and its supporting framework, shcwn in 
Fig. 2, will suffice for all. 
The keys 68, which are used in this case to record the 

amounts of moneys, are mounted in the usuall key franine 
71, supported by rods 72 and 73, which, in turn, are 
supported by machine side frames 74 (Figs. 2 and 8). 
The keys all cooperate with a detent 75, having a fflattened 
pin 76, which retains the key in its depressed position, 
as fully illustrated and described in the above-mentioned 
Shipley patents. 

This detent 75 is pivoted to an arm 77, which, through 
a pin 78, on an arm. 79, and a shaft 80, rocks a Zero sticip 
pawd 84 for this particular denomination I counterclock 
wise out of the path of a reset spider 32, free on the hub 
of an amount differential actuator 83, rota tably supported 
by a hub 84, extending between two similar amount 
differential support plates 85 (only one of which is 
shown), in turn supported by rods 86, extending be 
tween and supported by the machine side frames 74. 
There is a pair of support plates 85 for each amount 
differential, and a tie frod 87 extends through the holes 
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in the centers of the hulbs 84 to secure all of the amount 
differentials in a compact unit. The reset spider 82 has, 
in its forward end, a slot which engages a Stud 9# in a 
bell crank 92 pivcted on an extension of a differential 
actuator 83. This bell crank92 is connected by a link 
93 to a latch arm 94, which is pivcted on the differential 
actuator 883. The upper end of the arm 94 has a foot 
95, which cooperates with a shoulder 96 on a driver 
97, which receives a regular excursion clockwise and 
then counter-clockwise to its normal position each opera 
tion of the machine. A Spring 98 i holds the foot 95 of 
the latch arm 94 in engagement with the driver 97. The 
driver 97' is pivoted on the hub 84 of the differential 
actuator 83 and is connected by a link 99 to a lever 109, 
pivoted on a stud É91 supported by the plate 85. The 
lever {{93 carries rollers 102 and 193, which cooperate, 
respectively, with the peripheries of companion plate cams 
3 604 and {{BS Secured to the main drive Shaft 79. This 
main drive shaft 70 receives its motion by the usual 
Rhechanism, which is fully illustrated and described in the 
above-mentioned Shipley patents but which is not shown 
herein. 

Depression of any one of the keys 61 moves its lower 
end into the path of a forward extension i 31 of the bell 
crank 92, and operation of the machine causes the cams 
594 and 1895, as previously described, to make one com 
plete revolution in adding and/or subtracting operations 
to rock the lever 500 and the driver 197 clockwise, where 
upon the latch foot 95 carries the differential actuator 83 
and the spider $2 clockwise in unison therewith until the 
extension i 41 of the bell crank 92 engages the end of the 
depressed keys 61. When this occurs, the bell crank 92 
is rocked counter-clockwise, whereupon the link 93 rocks 
the latch arm 94 counter-clockwise, disengages the foot 
395 from the shoulder 96 of the i driver 97, and causes a 
mose 42 on an extension of the link 93 to engage the 
proper one of a series of alliming notches 13. These 
notches 13 correspond to the differential positions of 
the differential actuator 83 and are cut in a plate i 14, 
Supported by extensions of the plate 35 and the . rod 86. 
This positions the actuator 83 acccrding to the value of 
the key 6 which has been depressed, without interfering 
with the oscillating movement of the driver 97 and the 
connected parts. After the latch arm 94 is disengaged 
rom the shoulder 96 of the driver 97, an arculate surface 
Â5 on the periphery of the driver 97, in cooperation with 
the sole of the foot 95, locks the latch in the corre 
sponding notch Rí3 to retain the differential mechanism 
in Said position. 
When the lever i 99 reaches or nears the teriminus of 

its initial clockwise movement, a roller 1286, carried there 
by, engages the under surface (2il of a beam i 22 pivotal 
fy mounted on the differential actuator 83 - and ficrces an 
arculate upper Surface of the beam to contact an under 
cut portion of the hub 84 to position said beam 322 in 
proportion to the value of the key 6 E, which has been de 
pressed. The rear end of the beam 22 embraces a stud 
523 of a link 524 pivotally connected at its upper end to 
an allining segment 125 secured to one of the nested 
sleeves (26 mounted on a shaft (27 supported by the 
Side frames 74. This alliner 125 has a lining notches 128 
to cooperate with alliner 129, mounted on a shaft 39. 
Ti This alliner allines all amount differential actuators 33 in 
a manner described in the Shipley Patent Nic. 1,619,796. 
The lower end of the link {{24 is pivotally connected 

to a Segiment â'i freely mounted on a shaft 142 jour 
maled in the side frames 74. The segment â 43 carries a 
Stud ji433, which engages a cam slot in a zero eilimination 
cam plate 14:43, pivotally mounted on a stud 3,483 in a Seg 
mental gear 146 free on a shaft 147 also journaled in the 
side frames 74. The teeth of the segment gear (46 mesh - 
with the external teeth of an external-internal ring gear 
148, the internal teeth of which mesh with a pinion 149, 
which drives a square shaft â50. The square shaft, in 
turn, i drives similar pinions meshing with - the internal 



13 
teeth of the gears similar to the gear 148, the external 
teeth of which gears are adapted to mesh with and drive 
corresponding denominational type wheels 151 in each 
row of the column printing mechanism, as fully illus 
trated and described in the above-mentioned Spurlino et 
al. Patent No. 2,467,704. 

This method of driving the type wheels of the column. 
printing accounting machine is also fully explained in 
the previously-mentioned Arnold Patent No. 2,141,332 
and embodies an application of the well-known principle 
of driving mechanism disclosed in the above-mentioned 
Kreider Patent No. 1,693,279. 
The zero elimination mechanism above mentioned, 

which is for the purpose of controlling the printing of 
zeros and which is controlled by the above-mentioned 
zero elimination cam plate 144, is not directly involved 
in the invention in the present application, and, there 
fore, no further reference to the zero elimination mech 
anism will be given herein. Such type of Zero elimina 
tion mechanism is illustrated and described in the above 
mentioned Arnold Patent No. 2,141,332. 
The mechanism described above transmits the posi 

tioning of the beam 122 to the segments 125, so that 
at each operation of the machine the segment 125 is set 
and left set in the position according to the key 61 which 
has been depressed. 

Therefore, due to the alliner 129, the differential mech 
anism and the link 124 are positively allined in the dif 
ferential position into which they have been Set. 
The positioning of the beam. 122 through the link 124 

also controls the positioning of selector Switches, which 
will be described hereiniafter and which are connected 
to certain of the amount banks, as will be hereinlafter Set 
forth. 
The machine is provided with the usual cabinet or cas 

ing £52, a portion of which is shown in FigS. 2 and 5. 
This casing is provided with the usual openings closed 
by hirnged covers and provided with locks to prevent any 
unauthorized persons from tampering with any of the 
machine mechanisms. 

Selector switches 

in connection with the present invention, there are 
twelve selector switches, one of which is shown in detail 
in Fig. 3 and all of which are shown diagrammatically 
in Figs. 20-C and 20-D of the wiring diagram. These 
selector switches are substantially all alike, with the ex 
ception of the constant contact, which is Separated in one 
of the $100.00 bank switches and in the total row 1 
switch, as shown in the i wiring diagram. 
There is one of the selector switches associated with 

the differential for the bank of dependents keys 59; 
there is one selector switch associated with the $1,000.00 
bank differential; there are two selector switches asso 
ciated with the $100.00 bank differential; there are three 
selector Switches associated with the $10,00 bank differ 
ential and two selector switches associated with the dol 
lar bank differential; there is one selector Switch asso 
ciated with the dimes bank differential; there is one se 
iector Switch associated with the penny bank differential; 
and there is one selector switch associated with the mech 
anism of row 1, which is the total control row. 

TAThe selector Switch will now be described in detail with 
particular reference to Fig. 3. These switches are all 
mounted in front of the machine tie bar 153, which 
connects the machine side frames 74. Each selector 
switch includes a stationary segment 160, upon which 
are motiinted ten individual contact or terminal members 
Â68, which are numbered 0, to 9. These members 161 are 
all electrically insulated from the segmental member 160. 
Also carried by the segmental member 160 is an arcu 
ate contact member i62, which also is electrically insu 
lated from the segmental member 160. 

Contacting the Zero terminal 161 and the arcuate 
contact plate 162 is a wipe switch 163, carried by and 
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electrically insulated from a differentially adjustable arm 
164, which is secured to an internal-external gear 165, 
the internal teeth of which drive a pinion 166 on a Square 
shaft 167. Also mounted on this shaft 167 is another 
pinion (not shown but identical with the pinion 166), 
which meshes with internal teeth on an internal-external 
gear 263, which meshes with an internal-external gear 
169. The internal teeth on the gear 169 mesh with 
a pinion 170 on the previously-described shaft 150, which, 
it will be remembered, is set differentially under the con 
trol of the differential mechanism in Fig. 2 as determined 
by the key 6 i which has been depressed; or, if no key has 
been depressed, it is determined by the Zero stop 81. 
From the above description it can be clearly seen that 

the differential movement imparted to the gear 169 by 
the differentiali mechanism, under control of the keys 61, 
will, through the gears 169, 168, and 165, the square 
shaft i67, and the pinions i66, be imparted to the wipe 
Switch carrying arm. 164. 

Therefore, the wipe switch arm i64 will move the 
wipe Switch 163 clockwise, so that the switch will contact 
the arculate contact 162 and one of the contact terminals 
161, depending upon the positioning of the differential 
mechanism, which at this time is under control of one 
of the depressed keys 60. However, no electrical circuits 
are completed at this time. 
The making and completion of circuits through the 

switches 163 and the terminals 1161 under control of the 
differentials occur during a Sub-total operation, when 
the Gross key i62 is depressed, to cause the differentials 
to be set under control of the amount of an employee's 
gross pay, which now determines the position of the wipe. 
switches i63. The electrical circuits, to be described 
later, determine which lamps are to be lighted in con 
nection with the tax chart and also, depending upon the 
movements of the differentiais associated with the S10.00 
and $100.00 banks, as controlled by the gross pay to 
talizer wheels, will determine the distance that the tax 
drum is to be rotated to move the chart to select the 
group of lines and, after the group of lines are selected, 
to move the chart under control of the dollar bank dif 
ferential to select the particular line of the group which 
has been previously selected. After the selection of this 
particular line, then, under the control of the differen 
tial for the Number of Dependents keys 59, the lamp as 
Sociated with the proper column of figures in connec 
tion with the federal income tax is lighted, so that the 
operator will make the proper deduction from the em 
ployee's pay check, according to the number of depend 
ents and according to the gross amount of pay, as shown 
in the left-hand column. 

Differential mechanism for the control bank 
The differential mechanism for the control banks shown 

in row 2, row 3, and row 4 of Fig. 1 are not shown in 
this particular application, but the differential mechanism 
for the banks of controll keys shown and described in the 
above-mentioned Spurlino et al. Patent No. 2,467,704 is 
the same type of mechanism which is used in connection 
with the controll keys in the present application, and ref 
erence may be had to this patent for such mechanisms 
for illustration and description thereof. 
AS has been previously Stated, there is one of the se 

lector Switches like that shown in Fig. 3 associated with 
the bank of controll keys in row 1, and, of course, the 
differential mechanism under control of the keys in row 
1 controls the Selector switch for that bank under the 
control of the Gross key 62, which is depressed. 

Totalizers 
The imachine shown in this application has the usual 

three lines of totalizers, numbered 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 2. 
AS before Stated, the totalizers on each of these lines split 
between the keys 60 and 61 (Fig. 1); that is, there is no 
transfer mechanism between the totalizer wheels asso 
ciated with the left-hand bank of keys 61 and the first 
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right-hand bank of keys 60 in connection, with their re 
spective differential mechanisms. • 
The No. 1 line (Fig. 2) has on the right-hand side of 

the split a balance totalizer o'r crossfooter and also one 
straight adding totalizer. On the left of the split, the total 
izer line may have two adding totalizers on it, as de 
scribed in the above-mentioned Spurlino et al. Patent No. 
2,467,704. 
The No. 3 or front totalizer line, which is controlled 

by the keys 66 of row 3, has totalizers on each i side of 
the split for each of the keys K to T and one in the zero 
position, herein called the GT3 totalizer. 
The rear of No. 2 totalizer line has nine adding total 

izers can each side of the split, one for each of the keys 
B to L, and also one in the zero position, called the GT4 
totalizer. 
The No. 1 or upper totalizer line has crossfooters and 

also regular adding totalizers thereon, as above men 
tioned. Such construction is illustrated in the United 
States patent issued to Pascal Spurlino, William MI. Car 
roll, Arthur R. Colley, and Alfred G. Kibler, No. 
2,375,594, on May 8, 1945. Ef any further information 
is needed or desired with reference to such totalizer Fines 
having crossfooters and straight adding totalizers thereon, 
reference may be had to that patent. 
The crossfooter on the upper o'r No. 1 fine (Fig. 2), 

which is the crossfooter at the right of the split, is indi 
cated by the reference number 75. The totalizers on the 
No. 2 or back line are numbered 476. This number ap 
plies to the totalizers on both sides of the split. The 
totalizers on the front or No. 3 line are numbered 177, 
and this number likewise applies to the totalizers on both 
sides of the split. 

Totalizers of this type are old and well known in the 
art and are known as interspersed totalizers. They are 
fully illustrated and described in the previously-mentioned 
Shipley patent, and, therefore, no further description of 
the construction of these totalizers is felt necessary herein. 
AS usual in machines of this type, the actuators 83 

are divided into three tooth sections, 478, 479, and 180. 
The Section i78 actitiates the crossfooter and also the 
regular totalizers On the No. 1 or upper totalizer line, 
the Section $73 actuates the totalizers 276 on the No. 2 
Cr rear line, and the tooth section 1889 actuates the total 
izers cen the front or No. 3 line. 

In adding operations, the wheels of the selected totalizer 
Or totalizers, as the case may be, are engaged with their 
respective Sets cif actuating tooth sections 378, 79, and 
489 of the actuators 83 after the actuators have completed 
their i Setting movements in a clockwise direction under 
the control of the keys 69 and 61. 

In Subtract operations, the corresponding subtract wheels 
Cf the croSS footer i 75 are engaged with the tooth section 
178 Cf actuator 33 exactly the same as in adding opera 
tions, and the return movement of the actuator reversely 
rotates the adding wheels 375 of the crossfooter through 
the reverSe gearing which is well known in the art and 
Shown in Several of the above-mentioned Shipley patents 
and also in the Sgurlino, Carroll, Colley, and Kibler Pat 
ent No. 2,375,594. 

Colunter-clicckwise return movement of the actuators 
83, as explained above, rotates the corresponding wheels 
Of the Selected and engaged totalizer or totalizers in pro 
portion to the value of the keys 69 and 69, which have 
been depressed, to enter into the totalizers the amounts 
according to the keys which have been so depressed. 

if no amount key 64 is depressed, the zero stop pawl 8 
remainS in the path of the spider 82 on the initial move 
ment of the actuatori 83 and engages said spider and 
dissengages the latch. 95 from the driver 97' to garrest the 
actulatCr 33 in the Zero position. After the actuator 83 
is positicined at Zero, the roller 320 positions the beam. 
822, the link i 24, and the segment 225 in proportion 
thereto, as is well known in the art. At the same time, 
this link 124; also positions the segment 24 and the seg 
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ment 446 to differentially position the internal gear drive 
mechanism, in the manner which has been previously de 
scribed, to differentially set the proper printing wheels. 
At the end of every type of operation, the actuator 

83 is always returned to home position, as shown in Fig. 
5. However, the links and the printing mechanism con 
trolled thereby and also the segments (25 and the Seg 
iments,3,4} and 436 and the internal-external gear mechan 
isms remain in set positions at the end of the machine 
cgerations and are moved directly from those positions to 
their new positions in the Succeeding operations of the ima 
chine through the beam mechanism, which is old and 
well known in the art and is often referred to as the 
“minimum movement device.” 
The mechanism for i engaging the totalizers with the 

actuators and disengaging them from the actuators during 
adding, stubtracting, reading, totalizing, or transfer totali 
cperations in this application is substantially like Such 
mechanism shown in the above-mentioned Spurlino et al. 
Patent No. 2,467,704, in that the totalizers in the present 
application are adapted to perform all of the functions 
necessary with the accumulation and recording of all types 
of additions, subtractions, reading, totalizing, and trans 
ifer total operations that are necessary in connection with 
the production of a payroll - and the issuing of the em 
ployee's pay rolli checks and the keeping of other records 
in connection with this type of work. 

Totalizer engaging and disengaging mechanism 
After the several totalizers on the various lines have 

been selected for operation by means under control of 
the keys in rows 2, 3, ... and 4, the totalizers are moved 
into engagement with and out of engagement from their 
actuators during adding time, during totaling time, and 
during total transfer time, as will now be described. 

During adding time, the actuators are first Set, and 
then the totalizers are engaged therewith, after which the 
actuators are restored to their normal positions, during 
which time the amounts set up under control of the 
amount keys 60 and 63 are added into or subtracted from 
the crossfooter and are added into the selected totalizer 
in the front line No. 3 or - the back line No. 2. 

During reading operations, the totalizers are engaged 
with the actuators before the actuators are moved clock 
wise, and the amount on the totalizers is taken therefrom, 
Set up on the actuators, and from there set up on the 
printing wheels, after which the actuators are restored to 
their normal positions and the totalizers are permitted to 
remain in engagement with them, so that the amount 
which was taken therefrom is put back into that totalizer. 
When the totalizer is cleared, the totalizer is engaged with 
the actuator, and the actuator is moved clockwise a dis 
tance depending upon the amount which is in the total 
izer, after which the totalizer is disengaged i from that 
actuator and then the actuator is restored to its normal 
position, leaving the totalizer at Zero. 

During the transfer of totals from one totalizer dine to 
another-------for example, from the crossfooter on the top 
line of totalizers to a selected totalizer on the back or No. 
2 totalizer line-the crossfooter is first engaged with the 
actuators prior to their clockwise movement, so that dur 
ing Suich clockwise movement the amount on the cross 
footer is taken therefrom and put on the actituators, after 
which the selected totalizer on the rear, ger No. 2 totalizer 
line is engaged with the actuators and the crossfooter is 
disengaged therefrom, so that, whein the actuators are re 
Stored counter-clockwise to their normal positions, the 
amount which was taken from the Crossfooter I will be 
transferred to the selected totalizer on line No. 2. 
The mechanism for accomplishing the engagement and 

disengagement of the totalizers, under the conditions just 
above mentioned, will now be described. 
The crossfooter on the top totalizer line and the other 

totalizer on this line, and all the totalizers on the rear 
75 Hine and all totalizers on the front line, are each sup 
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ported in a shiftable framework 240 (Fig. 2), which 
frameworks in turn are supported between the main 
frames 74 of the machine. 
The shiftable framework 240 for the upper totalizer 

line, which carries the crossfooter, includes a shaft; 241 
(Figs. 2 and 5) having mounted on opposite ends there 
of rollers 242, which engage similar slots 243 in cam 
plates 244 secured to the machine side frames 74. These 
slots 243 are radial with the center of the tie rod 87 of 
the differential mechanism. This type of construction is 
clearly shown in the above-mentioned Shipley Patent No. 
1,619,796. 
Also secured near the opposite ends of the shaft 241 

are similar cranks 2:45, having rollers 246, which engage 
similar cam slots 247 in the cam plates 244. The right 
hand crank 245, as shown in Fig. 5, has pivotally con 
nected thereto one end of an engaging link 248, having a 
stud 249, which cooperates with a corresponding hook 
250 of a spider 251 rotatably supported by a stationary 
stud 252. Movement is imparted to the engaging spider 
251 by a totalizer engaging slide 253, having, in a for 
ward extension thereof, a slot which engages a stud 254 
of a cam plate 255, pivoted on a stationary stud 256. 
The cam plate 255 has a slot 257, which is connected by 
a stud 258 and a substantially vertical slot 259 to one arm 
of a yoke 260, also rotatably supported on the stud 256. 
The stud 258 is secured to a link 261, which is pivotally 
connected to a crank 262, secured on a shaft i 263, sup 
ported by the side frames 74. Another arm of the yoke 
260 carries a stud 264, which engages a camming slot in 
the total control plate 266 (Fig. 9), which is differential 
lly positioned under control of the keys 62 and 63 of row 
1 (Fig. 1) in a manner fully illustrated and described in 
the above-mentioned Shipley and Goldberg patents. 
The manner in which the control plate 266 controls 

the movement of the yoke 260 and the manner in which 
the shaft i 263 controls the movement of the crank 262 
to in turn control engagement of the slide 253 with the 
Spider 251 are also fully described in the above-men 
tioned Shipley and Goldberg patents, and, therefore, only 
a general description of this mechanism will be given 
herein. 
A relarward extension of the slide 253 is pivoted to the 

upper end of a cam lever 270, only a portion of which 
is shown in Fig. 5. This lever 270 is operated by a box 
cam 27, Secured to the main drive shaft 70. The cam 
race for this box cam 271 is not shown, as this mech 
anism is old and well known in the art, and is of such 
a shape as to cause the slide 253 to be moved first to the 
right (Fig. 5), in the direction of its length, and restored 
back to the position shown in Fig. 5 during each rotation 
of the Shaft 70. \\ 

The shifting of the link 248, to control the engage 
ment of the stud 249 with the hook 250 of the spider 251, 
is controlled in adding operations by the usual and well 
known notched control disks, which in turn are con 
trolled by the keys of rows 2, 3, and 4 (Fig. 1), and the 
engaging movement of Said link is controlled in said sub 
total and total-talking operations by a slot in the total 
control plate 266 (Fig. 9) in a well-known manner. 
When the total control plate 266 is in adding position, 

a notch 272 in the slide 253 is in engagement with the 
Stud 273 in the spider 251, as shown in Fig. 5, and, when 
the stud 249 is engaged with the hook 250 of the spider 
25ji, the lever 270), under the influence of the cam race 
in the cam 270, shifts the slide 253 rearwardly or to the 
right, as viewed in Fig. 5, to impart a clockwise move 
ment to the Spider 251. Such clockwise movement of 
the Spider 251 through the link 248 rocks the crank 245 
and the Shaft 241 counter-clockwise, thus causing the 
rollers 246, in cooperation with the cam slot 247, to shift 
the shaft; 241 and the totalizer framework 240 (Fig. 2) 
to engage the Selected set of wheels on the crossfooter, 
or to engage the other totalizer on this upper line with 
the actuators 178. 
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As previously explained, in adding and subtracting op 

erations, the engagement of the selected set of wheels for 
the actuators occurs after the actuators have been posi 
tioned under the control of the depressed amount keys 
60 or 6, and counter-clockwise return movement of said 
actuators 83 rotates the selected wheels in proportion to 
the value of the keys depressed to enter therein the 
amount set up on the keyboard. After the actuators 83 
have completed their counter-clockwise return move 
ment, the cam 271 returns the slide 252 forwardly to re 
turn the spider 251 counter-clockwise to disengage the 
wheels of the engaged totalizer from the amount actua 
torS 83. 

In Sub-total-talking operations, the movement of the 
total control plate 266 away from adding position to sub 
total position, whenever the “Gross” key 62 is depressed, 
imparts an initial clockwise movement to the shaft i 263 
and Sets up a condition which causes added clockwise 
movement to be imparted to the shaft i 263 later in the 
Sub-total-taking operation. Clockwise initial movement 
of this shaft 263 shifts the stud 258 downwardly in rela 
tion to the slots 257 and 259; however, this downward 
movement of the stud 258 is confined to the straight por 
tion of the slot 259, and consequently the notch 272 in 
the Slide 253 remains in engagement with the stud 273 
of the spider 251, as shown here. 

It will be recalled that in sub-total and total-taking op 
erations the main shaft 70 and the cams secured thereon 
receive two clockwise rotations instead of one, as in add 
ing and Subtracting operations, During the first rotation 
of the cam 271, the lever 270 moves the slide 253 rear 
wardly to engage the selected totalizers with the actuators 
83 prior to their clockwise initial movement, as said actu 
ators are retained in their zero positions during the first 
cycle of a Sub-total or total-printing operation. 
The first cycle of a sub-total or total-talking operation 

is utilized to shift the totalizer lines laterally to select the 
desired set of totalizer wheels thereon for reading or re 
Setting, as the case may be. During the second cycle of 
a Sub-total or total-taking operation, the actuators 83, 
in their clockwise initial movement, reversely rotate the 
wheels of the selected totalizer until the long teeth on 
Said wheels locate said wheels in their zero positions to 
position the amount actuators 83 in proportion to the 
amounts on said totalizer wheels. 

After the amount actuators 83 are thus positioned in 
proportion to the amount standing on the wheels of the 
Selected totalizer, the roller 103 (Fig. 2) engages the 
beam. 122 to position the segment, the printing mecha 
nism, and the wipe Switch 163 of the selector switches in 
proportion to the amount on the totalizer wheels; or, in 
other words, to set up the amount which was taken from 
the totalizer wheels. 

In Sub-total-taking operations, after the slide 253 has 
completed its rearward initial movement to engage the 
Selected totalizer wheels with the amount actuators, addi 
tional movement is imparted to the shaft 263 to cause the 
Stud 258, in cooperation with the cam slot 257 and the 
slot 259 to impart a clockwise movement to the plate 255 
to disengage the notch 272 from the stud 273, so that the 
wheels of the selected totalizer will not be disengaged from 
the amount actuators 83. In sub-total-taking operations, 
the notch 272 remains thus disengaged from the stud 273 
until near the end of the second cycle of operation of the 
Shaft 70, and consequently the selected totalizer wheels 
remain in engagement with the actuators 83 during their 
counterclockwise return movement. As a result, said 
totalizer wheels are restored to their original positions. 
After the totalizer wheels have been returned to their 
original positions, and near the end of the second cycle of 
operation, the shaft 263 is returned counter-clockwise to 
engage the notch 272 with the stud 273, so that forward 
return movement of the slide 253 near the end of the 
Second cycle of operation will impart counter-clockwise 
return movement to the engaging spider 251 to disengage 
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the wheels of the selected totalizer from the amount actua 
torS 83. 

In total-taking or clearing operations, the movement of 
the total control plate 266 from adding position, shown in 
Fig. 9, to total or clearing position imparts clockwise 
initial movement to the shaft 263 exactly as in sub-total 
taking operations, and, in addition, said total control plate 
266, in combination with the stud 264, rocks the yoke 260 
and the plate 255 clockwise, which, through the stud 254, 
rocks the slide 253 counter-clockwise to disengage the 
notch 272 therein from the stud 273. Near the end of 
the first cycle of the total-taking operation, and after the 
slide 253 has been shifted rearwardly under the influence 
of the cam 27, additional clockwise movement of the 
shaft i 263 causes the stud 258, in cooperation with the 
slots 257 and 259, to rock the plate 255 a further distance 
clockwise to engage a notch 274 in the slide with the 
stud 275 in the spider 251. 

Immediately after the notch 274 is engaged with the 
stud 275, return movement of the lever 270 shifts the 
slide 253 forwardly to impart clockwise I movement to 
the engaging spider 251 to cause the wheels of the se 
llected totalizer to be engaged with the amount actuators 
83 at the end of the first cycle of movement of the shaft 
70. In the second cycle, the amount actuators 83 turn the 
said wheels to Zero in exactly the same manner as in sub 
total or reading operations. While the selected totalizer 
wheels are thus standing at zero, and prior to the counter 
clockwise return movement of the amount actuators - 83 
(Fig. 2), initial movement of the cam 271 in the second 
cycle of operation of the shaft 70 shifts the slide 253 rear 
wardly to impart counter-clockwise disengaging movement 
to the spider 251 to disengage the wheels of the selected 
totalizer from the amount actuators 83, thus leaving said 
wheels in a zeroized condition. After the spider 251 
has thus been returned counter-clockwise to normal posi 
tion, and prior to forward return movement of the slide 
253, the shaft 263 is partially returned counter-clockwise 
to cause the stud 258 to return the cam plate i 255 to dis 
engage the notch 274 from the stud 275. 

While the slide 253 is thus disengaged from the spider 
251, the cam 274 returns the slide forwardly to normal 
position, after which counter-clockwise return movement 
of the yoke 260 and the plate 255 engages the notch 272 
with the stud 273, as shown in Fig. 5. 
A pawl 276 (Fig. 5) is actuated by a cam slot 277 in 

the cam plate 255 and engages notches 278. and 279 in the 
Spider 259 in Sub-total and total-talking operations to hold 
said spider against displacement while the slide 253 is 
disengaged from the studs 273 and 275. 

Further, to alline the spider 251 and the slide 253 
at certain times during the machine operations, there are 
provided alliners 280 and 281, connected by a pin-and 
slot connection 282. A link 283, pivoted to the alliner 
280, is operated by a cam (not shown) - secured to the 
main drive shaft 70 to cause the alliner: 280 to cooperate 
with the stud 273 on the spider 251, and also to cause 
the alliner 281 to cooperate with a stud 284 on the end 
of the slide 253 to insure that the slide 253 will properly 
engage the stud 273 or 275, as the case may be. 
When the Net Pay key 62 is operated, the crossfooter 

in the No. 1 or top totalizer line is cleared, and the 
amount taken therefrom is automatically transferred to 
the “Net Pay” totalizer associated with the Net Pay key 
66 in row 3. 

Transfer total mechanism 
Inasmuch as it is desirable to transfer amounts from 

the crossfooter o'r balance totalizer on the top line into 
the Net Pay totalizer in the back line, it is necessary 
to provide means different from the regular totalizer line 
engaging mechanism to controll the engaging and disen 
gaging movement of the No. 2. or back totalizer line. 
The No. 2. or rear totalizer line is mounted in the 

shiftable frame 240 (Fig. 2), which is similar in every 
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respect to the frame 240 for the upper totalizer line. This 
particular framework for the back totalizer includes the 
shaft 300, having mounted on each end thereof rollers 
301 (Fig. 6) (only one of which is shown here), which 
cooperate with guide slots 392 in the totalizer cam plates 
303, mounted on the inside of the frames 74. . On each 
end of the shaft 306, there are engaging cranks 304 carry 
ing rollers 305, which cooperate with the cam slots 306 
in the cam plates 303. 
The crank arm 304 and the right-hand end of the shaft 

393, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, are connected by a hub 
307 to an arm i 308 having a slot 309, through which 
extends a stud 310 carried by a shifting plate 311, which 
is bifurcated to embrace a hub 382 on the shaft 300. 
This stud 310, which is carried by the plate 311, extends 
through the other side of the plate and has mounted 
thereon a roller 383, which is normally maintained in 
engagement with a notch, 314 of a plate 315 by a spring 
316 Stretched between a stud on the plate 331 and a stud 
on the arm 398. This plate 335 is secured to the hub 
307 and therefore pivots about the center of the shaft 
306). 

Pivoted to the plate 315 is a link 317, which carries 
a fflattened Stud 318, adapted to cooperate with a hook 
319 of the engaging spider: 35. The link 317 for the 
No. 2. or back totalizer line is controlled in exactly the 
same manner as the link 248 for the No. 1 or upper 
totalizer line in adding and subtracting operations, by 
means of selecting disks which in turn are controlled by 
the keys of rows 1., 2, and 3, and in sub-total and total 
operations by the total control plate 266 to controll the 
engagement of the stud 358 with the hook 319 of the en 
gaging spider 251. 

Under normal conditions, the roller 313 remains in 
engagement with the notch, 314 on the plate 31:15, thus 
connecting the plate to the arm 398, which in turn is 
connected to the crank 394 and the shaft 300, and under 
these conditions the No. 2. or rear totalizer line receives 
its engaging and disengaging movement under control 
of the engaging spider 251 in exactly the same manner 
as described above for the No. 1 or upper totalizer line. 
However, when it is desired to clear the crossfooter and 
transfer the amount cleared therefrom, which is the net 
pay, and which I occurs when the Net Pay key 62 is de 
pressed, into the Net Pay totalizer on the No. 2. or 
back line, it is necessary to have other means for shifting 
the control of the engaging and disengaging movement of 
the totalizer No. 2. or back totalizer line, so as to cause 
the No. 2 line to be engaged with and disengaged from 
the actuators in adding time, which, it will be recalled, 
is necessary in order to have the amount transferred into 
the Selected totalizer on this line. 

Means provided for such shifting will now be described. 
The Stud 310, which is carried by the plate 311, projects 
into a forked arm 320 (Figs. 5 and 6) secured to a 
Shaft 321 Supported by the right-hand machine frame 74 
and an auxilairy machine frame 90 (Fig. 8). Secured to 
the Shaft 321 is an arm 322, having pivoted thereto a 
link 323, which is also pivoted to a shaft 324 mounted 
on a rod 325 Supported by the side frame 74 and the 
auxiliary frame90. The crank324has a finger 326 extend 
ing at right angles thereto, which cooperates with a Seg 
mental arni 327 pivoted on the shaft i 212. This arm 
327 is Secured to a segment 328, which meshes with 
a segment 329 Secured to a sleeve 339 mounted on a shaft 
331 supported by the right side frame 74 and the auxiliary 
frame: 90. Also secured to the sleeve 330 is a segment 
332 (Fig. 9), which meshes with a segment 334 pivoted 
on the shaft (142. The segment 334 is secured to an 
arm 335, to which is pivoted a link 336, also connected 
to the total control plate 266. It will be recalled that 
the total control plate 266 is moved differentially under 
control of the keys 62 and 63 of row 1 (Fig. 1), and 
therefore the differential movement of the total control 
plate 266, through the train of mechanism just described. 
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differentially positions the segmental arm 327 (Fig. 5) 
according to the position of the key 62 or 63 which is 
depressed. As shown in Fig. 5, the finger 326 on the 
crank 324 cooperates with the true periphery of the Seg 
mental arm 327 in the zero position. Adjacent this posi 
tion, the segmental arm 327 is provided with a notch 
337, which corresponds to the position of the Net Pay 
key 62. Consequently, whenever the Net Pay key is 
depressed, the notch 337 is presented to the finger 326, 
thus allowing the crank 324 to be rocked counterclock 
wise, whereupon the finger 326 is moved into the notch 
337. The means for rocking the crank 324 clockwise 
includes an arm 338, secured to the shaft 321, which arm 
is moved clockwise by a spring 339 at the proper time 
during the operation of the machine, to draw the finger 
326 into the notch 337. When this occurs, the shaft 321 
is rocked clockwise, thus rocking the arm 320 clockwise 
and moving the stud 310 downwardly into the slot 309 
of the arm 308. This downward movement of the stud 
310 causes a roller 340 (Fig. 4), carried thereby, to be 
moved into a U block 341 secured to an arm 342 pivoted 
on the shaft 300. Pivoted to the arm 342 is a link 343, 
which is also pivoted to a lever 344 mounted on the stud 
345 carried by the auxiliary frame 90. This lever 344 
carriers rollers 346 and 347, which cooperate with com 
panion cams 348 and 349, respectively, mounted on a 
shaft 350, which is in axial allinement with the main cam 
shaft 70, and which shaft 350 is driven from the main 
shaft 769 through a chutch mechanism to be described 
hereinafter, so that the latter shaft 350 will not be op 
erated during the first cycle of a two-cycle total or trans 
fer total operation. However, during the second cycle 
thereof, the cams 348 and 349, through the lever 344 and 
the link 343, rock the arm 342 counterclockwise, and, 
since the roller 340 is in engagement with the U block 
341, this roller 349 and the stud 310 will be carried 
counterclockwise around the shaft 300 with the arm 342. 
Since the stud 310 projects through the slot 309 of the 
arm 308, this arm 308 will be rocked counterclockwise, 
and the crank 304 will be rocked likewise, whereupon the 
cam slot 306 (Fig. 6) will cause the totalizer line to be 
engaged with the actuators 83 to have the amount which 
was taken from the upper totalizer line No. 1 transferred 
to the selected totalizer on the back line | No. 2. 

In order to free the finger 326 from the periphery of 
the segmental arm 327 to permit the latter to move freely 
by the total control plate 266, a cam 351 is secured to a 
shaft 352, carried by the side frame 74, and the auxiliary 
frame 99 contacts the rollier 353 on the arm 338, rocking 
the arm slightly counterclockwise against the tension of 
the spring 339 to move the finger 326 away from the 
periphery of the segmental arm 327, so that it can be 
moved differentially under control of the key 62 in row 1. 
This shaft 352 is driven each operation of the main cam 
shaft 70 by means of a gear 354 (Fig. 8), which is se 
cured to the main cam Shaft 70. This gear 354 meshes 
with a gear 355 secured to the shaft 352. Consequently, 
the shaft 352 is given two counterclockwise rotations, 
during each reading operation, totaling operation, and 
transfer-total operation, by the shaft 70. The cam 351 
is so timed that during the first operation of the shaft 
352 the arm 338 will be moved slightly counterclockwise 
and then allowed to rock clockwise when the high part of 
the cam 35 i passes the roller 353 and finally be re 
stored by the cam to its normal position. However, dur 
ing the second cycle, after the high position of the cam 
351 has passed the roller, then the spring 339 will again 
actuate the arm 338 and the shaft 321 in the manner de 
cribed above, to move the stud 310 and its roller 340 into 
a coupled position whereby the back totalizer line No. 2 
will be engaged with the actuators 83 by means of the 
cams 348 and 349, which are secured to the shaft 350, 
and which operate only during the second cycle of a 
total or transfer-total operation. 
The means for driving the shaft 350 (Figs. 5 and 8) 
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from the main cam shaft 70, so that the shaft 350 will be 
disabled during the first cycle of all two-cycle operations, 
or, in other words, of all reading operations, total-taking 
operations, and transfer-total operations, will now be 
described. 

Rigidly secured to the previously-described gear 354, 
which is fast to the main drive shaft 70, is a plate 360 
(Fig. 8), which receives two complete rotations dur 
ing every total-talking operation. This plate 360 has 
secured thereto, between itself and the hub of the gear 
354, a collar 361. The shaft 350 is supported adjacent 
its right end in the auxiliary frame 90, and, since the 
shaft 350 is in axial allinement with the shaft 70, the 
other end of the shaft 70 extends about midway into the 
collar 361 through the plate 360. 
The shaft 70 also extends about midway through the 

collar 361. Carried by the plate 360 is a driving pawl 
363 adapted to cooperate with a shouldered collar 364 
securely fastened to the shaft 350. The plate 360 carries 
another pawl, 365, which cooperates with another shoul 
der on the collar 364 to prevent any backward movement 
of the collar 364 and consequently of the shaft 350. Ar 
spring holds the pawls 363 and 365 normally in contact 
with the opposite shoulders of the collar 364. As the 
gear 354 is driven clockwise, as viewed in Fig. 8, the plate 
360 is driven clockwise, whereupon the pawl 363 drives 
the collar 364 and consequently the shaft 350 clockwise 
in the same direction simultaneously with the movement 
of the shaft 70. Secured near the end of the shaft 350 
is a gear 366 timeshing with an intermediate gear 367 
mounted on a stud 368 supported by the auxiliary frame 
90. The gear 367 drives the gear 369, which is secured 
to a drive shaft 370 for the printer. However, none of 
the printer mechanism is shown in connection with the 
present application, and reference may be had to the 
above-mentioned Spurlino et al. Patent No. 2,460,704 
for a description of the printer mechanism in machines 
of this type. 
From the above description, however, it will be clear 

that, when the shaft 70 of the machine is driven clock 
wise one rotation during adding operations, the auxiliary 
allined shaft 350 will be given a movement likewise of like 
extent by means of the plate 360, the pawl 363, and the 
collar 364, and, through the gearing described above, 
the printer drive shaft 370 will receive one complete 
clockwise movement during each adding operation of the 
machine. 
During the first cycle of a total-taking operation, a sub 

total-taking operation, or a total-transfer operation, it 
is necessary that the shaft 370 be moved a very short dis 
tance, approximately 40 degrees, but during such opera 
tions the shaft 70 receives two rotations in a well-known 
manner. In order to ar rest the shaft 370 after such a 
short rotation and during the very first part of the first 
cycle of any two-cycle operation, an arm 371 is moved 
into the path of travel of the finger 372 on the pawl 363 
and causes the pawl to be disengaged from the collar 364, 
and therefore the shaft 350 remains idle during the re 
mainder of the first rotation of all sub-total, total, and total-transfer operations. 
The means for moving the arm 371, as described above, 

is fully illustrated and described in the above-mentioned 
Shipley Patent No. 1,619,796 and is occasioned by the 
first short movement of the shaft i 263 under control of 
the total control plate 266. However, during the second 
rotation of any total-taking or two-cycle operation, the 
pawl 363 is again permitted to contact the shoulder 364 
and drive the shaft 350 and consequently the shaft 370 
one complete rotation during the second cycle of all 
total-talking operations. There is a means provided to 
insure that the shaft 370 and also the shafts 350 and 70 
are always stopped in their exact home positions. This 
mechanism is controlled by the previously-described key 
lock line, 69, which, it will be recalled, when the ma 
chine is released, is given a clockwise movement and is 
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restored counterclockwise to normal near the end of each 
operation of the machine. This shaft 69 has secured 
thereto an arm 373 connected by a link 374 to a bell 
crank 375, which in turn is connected by a link 376 to 
an arm 377. This arm 377 has an integrall arm 378 

| cooperating with the stud 379 secured to the gear 369. 
In Fig. 8, the parts are shown in their normal positions, 

with the arm 378 immediately underneath the stud 379 
on the gear 369. When the machine is released, the shaft 
69 and the arm 373 are given their clockwise movement, 
and, through the linkages just described, the arm 378 
is moved from beneath the stud 379 to allow the gear 
369 and the shaft 370 to be driven clockwise. How 
ever, before this shaft 370 completes a cycle of move 
ment, the key dock shaft 69 is restored counter-clockwise 
to normal position, thus reversing the direction of move 
ment of the linkage just mentioned, whereupon the arm 
378 will again be moved into the position shown in Fig. 
8, so that, when the shaft 370 reaches its home or normal 
position, the stud 379 will contact the top of the arm and 
prevent any further movement of the shaft 370. Through 
this gearing drive between the shaft 370 and the shaft 
350, the shaft 350 is likewise stopped in its normal posi 
tion, as is also the main cam shaft 70. 

Taxt chart 

: : In Fig. 19 there is shown a facsimile of a portion of a 
tax chart involving the Social Security Taxes, City in 
come Tax, and Federal Income Taxes based on gross pays 
which are shown in the left-hand column of figures. 

In the present invention, the tax chart 190 used in the 
machine goes up to $200.00 gross pay per week. How 
ever, in Fig. 19, $116.00 is the highest gross pay which is 
shown. However, the rest of the figures on the chart 
actually used are in proportion. 
The left-hand column of figures shows gross amounts 

of pay from $4.00 up to $116.00 by steps of $2.00. 
The next four columns are social security or F. O. A. B. 

deductions which are to be made based on the gross pay. 
The left-hand column of OAB figures is based on the 
amount of $4.00 and no cents up to $4.33. Assuming now 
that we are considering the $4.00 gross pay, the next 
column of social Security figures, which is $.07, is based 
upon any gross pay of $4.34 to $4.99. The third column 
of Social Security figures, which reads $.08, is based on 
gross pay of $5.00 to $5.66, and the fourth or right-hand 
column of social security figures of $.09 is based on the 
gross pay of $5.67 to $5.199. This $5.99, it will be noticed, 
is S.09 Social security deduction. Likewise, it is the 
same figure for the $6.00 deduction. 
The sixth and seventh columns of figures relate to city 

income tax deductions. This figure is based on one half of 
one percent of the gross pay. 
The figure of two cents in the left-hand column of the 

two city - income tax columns is based on $4.00 gross 
pay, at the rate of one half of one percent, which is two 
cents for $4.00. Should a man's pay be $4.99 or $5.00 
up to $5.99, the city income tax at the rate of one half 
of one percent would be three cents, for a gross pay of 
that figure. 
The next ten columns of figures are taxable deduc 

tions for federal income taxes, based on the number of 
dependents. The left-hand column of federal income 
tax deductions shows the tax to be deducted when there 
are no dependents. The next column shows the deduc 
tions for one dependent, the next column deductions for 
two dependents, the fourth column deductions for three 
dependents, the fifth column deductions for four de 
pendents, the next column deductions for five dependents, 
the next column deductions for six dependents, the next 
column deductions for seven dependents, the next column 
deductions for eight dependents, and the last or right 
hand column deductions for nine dependents. All of 
these ten columns, however, are based on deductions 
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where the gross pay is in even dollars, I beginning with 
S4.00 and, according to the chart here, which is only 
partial, as previously stated, up to $116.00. 
Whenever the amount of the total pay is in oddi dollars, 

beginning with $5.00 and going to $59.00 by two-dollar 
steps, there are five columns of figures in the upper right 
hand part of the chart in Fig. 19. The left-hand column 
of these five columns is based on odd dollar totals for 
gross pays when the employee has no dependents. The 
second column is when the employee has one dependent, 
the third column two dependents, and the fourth column 
three dependents, and the last column when the em 
ployee has four dependents. 
As stated earlier in the description, this tax chart is 

preferably made by photographing the figures on ffilm 
from a prepared chart, so that the numbers as recorded 
here by facsimile in Fig. 19 will be white on the film and 
therefore will be translucent when a lamp is lighted be 
hind the figures. 

Tax, chart drum 

The tax chart is mounted on a rotatable drum com 
posed of a cylinder E9E (Fig. 10), made of a transparent 
material such as Lucite. This cyfiinder 1911 is mounted on 
rings 192 and 393, each of which has Secured to its side 
a ring gear 195 and 196, respectively. 

Rigidly secured to the ring 192 and the ring gear 195 
is a disk 197 having a bearing sleeve 1.93. The disk 197 
is made of an electrical insulating material for purposes 
to be described hereinlafter. 

Drum support 
The drum, consisting of the cylinder i 9, the rings 192 

and A93, the ring gears 195 and i 96, and the disk 197, 
is mounted to rotate in a framework, which will now be 
described. 

Rising vertically from a base plate 200 are a left side 
plate 2011 and a right side plate 202 (Fig. 10), which are 
connected by a front tie bar | 293 (Figs. I 12, 13, and 16) 
and a rear tie bar 204. 
Mounted on studis 219 carried by the plate 2011 are 

rollers 2 fili, upon which bears the inner periphery of the 
ring gear 1966. There are four such bearing rollers 241, as 
shown in Fig. 16. 

Mounted in the plate 202 and extending toward the 
left, as viewed in Fig. 10, through the bearing i 98, is a 
rod 212. This rod 212 acts as the bearing for the right 
hand side of the drum, which carries the tax chart 490. 

Secured to the rod 282 adjacent the plate 292 is an 
arm. 213 (Fig. 12), and secured to the left end of the rod 
212 is an arm 2 i 4 (Fig. 13). The arm 284 is fastened 
to an interrimediate plate 235 by means of a screw 216. 
The rod 212 extends through the intermediate plate 215. 
The right end of the rod 212 is threaded to receive a 
Inuit 217, and the left end of the rod 212 is threaded be 
yond the plate 215 to receive a nuit 2|S. These nuts 
217 and 218 firmly clamp these parts 24 and 215 to 
gether and lock the entire assembly to the plate 202, 
except for an adjustment which will now be explained. 
The arm 213 carries a screw 219, which projects through 
a slot 220 in the plate 292. This screw 239 also projects 
through an adjusting Stud 22 i, which is supported by a 
bracket 222 mounted to the plate 202. Lock nuts 223 
hold the adjusting stud 221 in the position into which 
it is adjusted. The purpose of adjusting the arm. 213, 
which, of course, will adjust the rod 212, the arm 214, 
and the plate 2:45, will be described hereiniafter. 
The means for driving the drum will now be described. 

Meshing with the ring gear 395 is a pinion 226 (Figs. 
10, 15, and 16), which is secured to a shaft 227, which 
has bearings in the side plates 20:, and 282. Connected 
to the left end of the shaft 227 (Fig. 10) is a fflexible cou 
pling 228, which is connected to a gear reduction mech 
anism 229 of a motor 230. 
The means for starting the motor, or, in other words, 
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the means for completing a circuit to the motor, will be 
described hereinlafter. 
However, when the motor is energized-and it might be 

Well to state here that it may be operated in both direc 
tionS-it will, through the gear reduction mechanism 229 
and the flexible coupling 228, rotate the shaft 227 and, 
through the pinion 226, drive the ring gear 195 to rotate 
the drum mechanism, upon which is mounted the tax 
chart 190. 

Tax, chart lamps 

ASSociated with each of the columns of figures on the 
chart 190 (Fig. 19) is a lamp. These lamps are adapted 
to be lighted under control of the bank of Dependents 
keys during the entry of the number of dependents and 
the gross pay, and under control of the differential mech 
anisms associated with the dollars, tens of dollars, and 
hundred-dollar banks differentials when the operator of 
the machine makes a Sub-total operation of the employee's 
gross pay, which pay is set up on the amount bank differ 
entials during this sub-total operation, and the amount 
of movement necessary to set up these amounts under con 
trol of the totalizer wheels is transmitted to the selector 
Switches associated with these banks. 
A part of these lamps are shown in Figs. 10 and 13, 

and all of them are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 20—A. 
There are also two special lamps, one, which is lighted 
to show a green color whenever there is no tax to be de 
ducted, and another lamp, which shows red when lighted, 
to indicate that the employee has already received the 
gross amount of $3,600.00 and therefore there is to be 
no more F. O. A. B. tax deducted. 

Referring particularly to Figs. 10 and 20-A, there is a 
lamp 400 associated with the Gross Pay column of figures 
on the chart 190 (Fig. 19). There are four lamps 401 
associated with the four rows of F. O. A. B. insurance 
contributions. There - are two lamps 402 associated with 
the two columns of city income tax figures, and ten lamps 
403 associated with the ten rows of federal income tax 
figures. There is one lamp 404, which has not been as 
signed to any particular column in this particular appli 
cation. 

These lamps 400 to 404 are all carried by a lamp 
holder bar 410 (Figs. 10, 13, and 16), which has an ear 
411, by means of which it is attached to the side plate 
201 at 412. An arm 416 is also connected to the ear or 
flange 411 at point 417 to help support the lamp holder 
bar 410. This arm 416 is rigidly secured to a shaft 418, 
which is supported by the plate 201 and the plate 215 
(Fig. 10). The lamp holder bar 410 also carries two 
studs 420 (Figs. 13 and 16), which extend between bars 
421 and 422, which are rigidly secured to two brackets 
424, fastened to the shaft 418. 

In order to control the light beams from the lamps 
400 to 404, they are all enclosed within a lamp cover 
430, which is provided with an opening 431 in its front, 
so that light is emitted only through this particular open 
1Ing. 

This opening 431 is directly behind a magnifying mem 
ber 432, which is mounted on the casing or cover 435, 
which completely encloses the chart drum and the motor 
of the automatic tax indicator. 
The lamp cover 430 rests on a lip. 436 of the bar 421. 

The cover 430, at its right end, is also provided with a 
clip-like fflange 437, which is clipped over the end of the 
lamp holder bar 410, as shown in Fig. 13. As shown in 
Fig. 10, the lamp cover 430 is provided on its left end with 
a lip. 438, by means of which it is fastened to the lamp 
holder bar 410. 

Secured to the plate 215 (Figs. 10 and 13) is a bracket 
440, and secured to the plate 2011 (Figs. 10 and 16) is a 
bracket 441. Supported by these two brackets 440 and 
441 is an Ll-shaped bar 442, to which is rigidly secured 
a bar 443. This bar - 443 carries electrical terminals 444, 
one for each of the lamps 400 to 404. The circuits to 
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complete the lighting of these lamps will be described 
hereinlafter. 

Secured to the front of the cabinet 435, as shown in 
Figs. 11 and 13, is an index 446, which is directly above 
the opening 431 in the lamp cover 430. On this index are 
the letters F. O. A. B.., City, and the numbers 1 to 9, and 
1 to 4 above the numbers 6 to 9. The numbers 1 to 9 
indicate the number of dependents which an employee 
has, and therefore each of these numbers refers to, or is 
directly above, one of the columns of tax figures, which 
have been computed on the basis of the number of de 
pendents. 

Since there is a lamp for each of the columns of figures 
on the chart 190 in Fig. 19, and since only the particular 
lamp is lighted which is relative to the amount of gross 
pay which the employee earned and depending upon the 
number of dependents which the employee has and also 
depending upon the number of cents in the employee's pay 
and also depending upon whether or not his pay ends in 
even dollars or oddi dollars, only one lamp for the par 
ticular row which has been selected under control of these 
determining factors above mentioned will be lighted, and 
therefore it will be very easy for the operator to read 
the amount of F. O. A. B. which is to be deducted, the 
amount of city income tax to be deducted, and also the 
amount of federal income tax which is to be deducted 
from the employee's gross pay. 
AS an example, the employee's check in Fig. 17 shows 

that his gross pay was $1 16.00. This figure is at the bot 
tom of the Gross Pay column in Fig. 19. Since the pay 
was $1 16.00, the amount of F. O. A. B. or social security 
which is to be deducted is $1.74. The amount of city 
income tax to be deducted is 58 cents, and, since the em 
ployee has one dependent, the amount of federal income 
tax to be deducted is $18.80. Therefore, in this particular 
transaction-that is, the writing of the payroll check for 
the employee whose gross pay is $1 16.00-light 400 will 
be lighted, lamp 401, back of the first column of 
F. O. A. B. figures will be lighted, lamp 402, back of the 
first column of city income tax figures will be lighted, 
and lamp 403 back of the second column of federal in 
come tax will be lighted, and therefore the figures which 
will show through the opening 431 and be magnified by 
the magnifying member 432 are those which are shown 
on Fig. 10 as far as the tax is concerned, the chart having 
been broken away so that the amount of gross pay does 
not show. However, it will show in connection with this 
particular transaction. 

There are two other lamps, 433 and 434 (Figs. 20-A 
and 20-B). The lamp 433 is lighted to indicate green 
when there is to be no federal tax deduction, and the 
lamp 434 is lighted to indicate red when the employee's 
gross pay has reached $3,600.00, to signal the operator 
to make no further F. O. A. B. deductions. 

Electrical contacts and brush holders 
As has been previously stated, the indicator drum, 

which carries the tax chart 190, is differentially positioned 
first to select a group of lines and afterward to select a 
particular line of a group. After the particular line has 
been selected, then certain of the lamps are lighted, de 
pending upon the amount of the employee's gross pay, 
which lamps, as above mentioned, are behind the coll 
umns of F. O. A. B. ffigures, the city income tax figures, 
and the federal income tax figures, which are based on 
the groSS play. 
Mounted to turn with the drum are certain contacts 

which are used to complete electrical circuits for line 
selection purposes. 
The electrical contact plates, disks, and slip rings are 

all mounted on the previously-described insulating disk 
197, which, it will be recalled, is a part of the drum upon 
which the chart 190 is mounted. 

Certain of these contact rings are mounted on the 
inside of the drum on the disk 197, and others of the con 
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tact rings are mounted on the outside of the drum, as 
shown particularly in the sectional view in Fig. 10. The 
outside, rings are shown in Fig. i 15, and the inside rings 
are shown in Fig. 14. 
Mounted on the outside of the drum on the insulating 

disk 197 are two semi-circular contact plates 456} and 458. 
Mounted between these plates, as shown in Fig. / 15, are 
two contact plates 452 and 453. 
Mounted inside the semi-circular rings - 450 and 453. 

are three full contact or slip rings 454, 455, and 456, all 
of which are secured to the insulating disk i 97. 
The purpose and function of these contacts and con 

tact slip rings will be described in connection with the 
wiring diagram. ~ 

Cooperating with the slip rings 454, 455, and 456 (Fig. 
15) are brushes 469 (Fig. 10) carried by brush holders 
461, 462, and 463, respectively. These brush holders are 
mounted in a brush holder plate 465, which is Secured to 
the right-hand side plate 202 by means of Screws 466. 

Cooperating with the contact plates 459, 4:33, 452, and 
453 are brushes 479 carried by brush holders 473, which 
are fastened in the brush holder plate 465. 
There are ten brushes 478) and ten brush, holders 47, 

which are electrically connected to the Selector Switches 
associated with the ten-dollar differential. These brushes 
are connected to all positions Zero to mine, as shown in 
Fig. 12, and also in the wiring diagram (Fig. 20-B). 
Secured to the insulating disk 97 on the inside of the 

drum are three contact or slip rings 475, 476, and 477 
(Fig. 14). The slip ring 477 is provided with a series 
of contacts 478. 

Also carried by the inside of the insulating disk (97 
is another ring 479 having contact plates 489 arranged 
alternately between the contact plates 479 of the slip 
ring 477. These contact plates 478 and 489 are com 
pletely and fully electrically insulated one from the other. 
Cooperating with the slip rings 4375, 476, and 477 are 
brushes 498, carried by brush holders 491, 492, and 493, i 
respectively, which in turn are carried by a brush holder 
plate 495, which is rigidly secured to the previously-de 
scribed plate 25 by means of screws 496. 

Cocperating with the contact plates 478 and 480 are 
brushes 497, carried by brush holders 498, which are sup 
ported in the brush, holder plate 495. There are five 
brushes á97 associated with the differential mechanism, 
which in turn is associated with the dollar bank of keys, 
and these brushes 497 are coupled in pairs, as indicated 
in Fig. 13 and also in the wiring diagram in Fig. 20-D. 
The entire brush holder plate and the auxiliary plate ; 

215 are adapted to be adjusted by the adjusting bollt 22â 
to establish proper relationship between the 'brushes 497 
and the contact plates 478 and 480. 

All of the slip rings which have been described and 
which are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, and their respec- : 
tive brushes, shown in Figs. 12 and 13, are shown dia 
grammatically in the wiring diagram in Figs. 20–B and 
20-C, and their proper electrical connections to complete 
the proper circuits selected under control of the differ 
ential mechanisms when the operator makes a gross pay 
operation, which, as above described, is a Sub-total op 
eration, to cause the differentials of the amount banks to 
be set under control of the amount which is in the cross 
footer, which amount at that particular time is the em 
ployee's gross pay, which may be a regular pay by itself 
or a regular pay with additional pays, such as vacation 
pay or bonus pay added to the regular pay. However, 
at the time the operator makes the gross pay operation, 
the differentials are set differentially according to the 
amount of gross pay which is in the crossfooter at that 
particular time, and it is the differential setting of these 
differentials which control the selector : switches which 
are illustrated in Fig. 3 to in turn controll the electrical 
circuits to select the proper group of lines and then the 
proper line in the group, and finally complete circuits 
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to the proper lamps so that the proper columns of O. A. B. 
ffigures, city income tax figures, and federal income tax 
figures will be lighted for the operator to see readilly, so 
that those particular deductions, based on a definite fixed 
percentage of the employee's gross pay, may be properly 
deducted from his gross pay, sc that a proper record may 
be kept in the machine and the proper amcunts printed on 
the employee's pay check, so that, when he gets his net 
pay, he will know that the net pay is the proper amount, 
which represents his gross pay minus all of his deductions. 
He may have other deductions in addition to tax de 

ductions, which deductions are fixed, regardless of his pay, 
and those deductions are not shown on this tax-indicating 
chart, However, such deductions are illustrated in Fig. 
17 on the facsimile of the pay check which is adaptably 
printed by the machine embodying the present invention. 

Mounting for Automatic Tax Indicator 
The entire automatic tax indicator is supported in a 

Sub-base 500, which is shown partly broken away in 
Fig. 18 and also in Fig. 12. This base carries two rectan 
gular studis 501, having i round pilots 502, which are 
adapted to project into holes in the base 200 of the tax 
indicator. There is secured to the rear of the base 500 
a threaded bollt 503, upon which there is a knurlled ad 
justing Inuit 504 having a shoulder 505. This shoulder 
595 projects into a forked bracket 586, which is rigidly 
Secured to the back of the cabinet 435 of the tax indicator. 
By turning the adjusting mut 504 up or down, it can 

be clearly seen that the entire tax indicator can be tilted 
on the pilots 502 of the supporting studs 501. 

it may be desirable to move the tax indicator longi 
tudinally of the machine or even turn it at an angle rela 
tive to the front of the machine, depending upon the exact 
position at which the operator sits, to make it more com 
fortable for the operator to read the figures at the read 
ing line through the magnifying member 432. Conse 
quently, the sub-base is provided with a pair of slots 510 
(Fig. 18). 
Secured to the top of the machine cabinet 152 is a plat 

form 51 i (Figs. 11, 12, and 18), which has a pair of 
Slots 512 running at right angles to the slots 510. 
Where each of the slots 50 and 512 cross, there projects 

a stud. 515. Mounted on the stud, as shown in Fig. 12, 
are three washers 516. Between the washers, and of a 
diameter to ride in the slots 510 and 512, are collars 517. 
A Spring clip 518, shown in Figs. 12 and 18, holds the 
assembly of washers 536, collars 517, and the stud. 515 in 
the position shown in Fig. 12. 
With this arrangement is can be clearly seen that the 

Sub-base, and allong with it the entire automatic tax in 
dicator, may be moved from side to side as viewed in 
Fig. 11-that is, from left to right, or right to left 
limited, of course, by the length of the slots 510, and at 
the same time may be turned on any desired angle rela 
tive to the slots 512, which are in the platform 511, 
which, as above mentioned, is rigidly secured to the ima 
chine cabinet 512. 
There is enough clearance between the washers 516, 

the Sub-base bottom 500, and the platform 511 to allow 
for any tilting adjustment necessary, which, as above 
mentioned, may be accomplished by turning the adjusting 
Inuit 504 on the boldt 503. 

Electrical circuits involved in the operations made by the 
machine for the writing of an employee's payroll check 
Let us assume that a check like the one shown in Fig. 17 

is being written for an employee by the name of Richard 
Roe. 

llin writing the check, first the employee's earnings-to 
date are picked up and entered in the machine. Next, 
the federal income tax is picked up, and on the next op 
eration the city income tax is registered, and in the final 
pickup operation the amount of the F. O, A. B. is regis 
tered. . . 
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In the next operation, the number of dependents, which 
in this particular case is one dependent, the No. 1 key 
59 will be depressed, and the amount keys 61 for $116.00, 
which is the employee's gross pay, will be set up on the 
machine. The machine will be released for operation now 
by the depression of the gross earnings key 67 in the 9 
position of row 4. 

During this operation, the following circuits are either 
completed or set up to be later completed during the 
taking of the sub-total of the employee's gross pay, which 
operation is occasioned by the depression of the Gross 
key 62 in row 1. 
During the operation of entering $116.00, a circuit is 

completed from the 48-volt power source (Fig. 20-D) 
over line 520 to point 521 (Fig. 20-C) over line 522 to 
point 523 over closed timer switch A, line 530, to contact 
162 in the total row through wiper 163 of this row, through 
the zero contact {61, over line 531 (Figs. 20-D and 
20–C), through the switch key 9, row 4, which was closed 
upon the depression of the Gross earnings key 67 in the 
ninth position of row 4, and thence to contact 160 in the 
dependent's row selector switch, through wiper 163, which 
at this time is contacting the No. 1 contact 161, due to 
the fact that the one key has been depressed, over line 
532 (Figs. 20-C and 20-A), through operating contact 
533, to relay, R-5 coil, and thence to the ground. This 
causes an operation of Irelay R-5, which closes the three 
sets of normally opened contacts 534, 535, and 536, and 
at the same time opens the contact 533. - The closing of 
contacts 534 establishes a holding circuit over the holding 
wire 537 (Figs. 20—A and 20-B), through the normally 
closed contact 538 of relay R-16 and thence over line 
539 (Figs. 20—A and 20-C) back to the power source of 
48 volts and thence to ground. 

Depression of any of the operating keys in rows 1 to 4 
closes a switch 524 (Fig. 20-D), which completes a cir 
cuit from the 115-volt power source (Fig. 20-B) through 
normally closed contact 525, line 526, solenoid 527, switch 
524 to the ground, thus tripping and releasing the machine 
for operation, as shown in application for Letters Patent 
Serial. No. 139,848, filed January 21, 1950, by Pascal 
Spurlino, Alfred G. Kibler, Rudolph J. Moser, and Eugene 
H. Wolf, which issued into United States Patent No. 
2,639,857 on May 26, 1953. 
The setting up of the $1.1 6.00 and the operation of 

the Gross earnings key 67 in position 9 of row 4 during 
this operation control none of the circuits. However, 
since this $116.00 represents in this case the total gross 
pay, the next thing for the operator to do is to take a sub 
total operation by depressing the Gross key 62 in row 1. 
The depression of this key, as above mentioned, causes a 
sub-total operation of the crossfooter and sets up in the 
differentials of the amount banks, namely, in the $100.00, 
$10.00, $1.00, dime, and penny banks, positions on those 
differentials which depend entirely upon the position of 
the crossfooter, which had in it $1 16.00. In other words, 
the $100.00 differential is moved to the 1 position, the 
$10.00 differential to the 1 position, the $1.00 differential 
to the sixth position, the dime differential to the zero 
position, and the penny differential to the Zero position. 
During this operation, the following circuits are estab 
lished: 

During this operation, the differential of row 1, of 
course, stops in the 3 position of that differential, which 
positions the wiper 163 into the third position, so that 
the circuit is completed now from the 48-volt power 
source over line 520 to point 521 lline 522 to point 523, 
then through timer switch, D, line 540, to contact 162-S 
of the total row, over wiper 163, contact 161, in the third 
position, through line 541, to line 542. 
From the junction of lines 541 and 542 several circuits 

are completed as follows: First to the left-hand $100.00 
selector to its contact 162, through wiper 163 and contact 
161, in the 1 position, thence over line 543 (Figs. 20-C 
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and 20-D) to relay, R-19 (Fig. 20-B) and thence to the 
ground. This causes operation of relay R-19. 
At the same time, a circuit is completed from the junc 

tion of lines 541 and 542 to the right-hand $10.00 bank 
Selector through its contact 162 over its wiper 163, which 
is now in the 1 position, and, since there is no wire from 
this position, the circuit stops at this point at this time. 
A circuit is also completed from the junction of lines 

541 and 542 to the contact 162 of the next to the right 
hand $10.00 bank selector, through its wiper 163 over 
contact 161, which at this time is in contact with the 
wiper 163, over line 545 (Figs. 20-D and 20-B) to brush 
470; over ring contact 450, to slip ring 476, which is shown 
in Fig. 14, through brush. 492, over line 546, to switch 
547, which is now closed, since relay R-19 has been op 
erated as previously described. From switch 547 to line 
548, to point 549. From point 549 the circuit continues. 
over line 550 to relay R-20 and thence to the ground, 
thus causing an operation of relay R–20, which closes 
both sets of Switches 551 and 552. 
The circuit continues over the now closed set of switches 

551, which completes a circuit from the 115-volt power 
Source, as above mentioned, through the closed set of 
switches 551, over line 553, which completes the circuit 
to the motor 230 in such a manner as to cause the motor 
drive to drive... the drum counter-clockwise. 
To make the circuit complete through the motor, it 

carries on from the motor through line 554 over contact 
555, line 556, over the main supply switch 558, to the 
115-volt power source ground. This switch 558 is a 
manual switch operated at the beginning of a payroll 
run to furnish 115-volt power for the operation of the 
tax indicator. 
The motor 230, now i drives the indicator drum counter 

clockwise until the contact 453 contacts the brush 470, 
which has been previously energized through the $10.00 
differential having been stopped in the first position. 
The circuit is now completed, after the drum has 

reached this position, from contact 453 over slip ring 
475 (see also Fig. 14) thence over brush 490, line 560, 
to contact 561, which was operated by the energization 
of relay R-19 in the manner previously described. This 
completes the circuit over this contact 561, over line 562, 
through contact 563 to relay R-23 and thence to the 
ground, thus causing an operation of this relay R-23. 
The operation of relay R-23 pulls up a set of switches 

564, which completes the holding circuit back to the 
holding wire 537 to hold relay R-23 in an operated con 
dition. 
The operation of relay R-23 also closed a set of switches 

565 and completed the circuit from point 569 on line 
562, back over line 566 (Figs. 20-B and 20-D) to the 
contact 162 of the right-hand dollar bank selector Switch 
shown in Fig. 20-D. 

It will be remembered that the employee's gross pay 
in the example under consideration is $1 16.00, and there 
fore the dollar bank differential has gone to the sixth 
position. Thus a circuit is completed from the contact 
162, wiper 163, contacts 161 numbered 6 and 7, which 
are tied together by a single wire, over wire 567 to brush 
497, and thence to the contact 480, to slip ring 455 and 
from slip ring 455 to the brush 460 in the holder 462. 
From the brush 460, the circuit continues back over line 
568 (Figs. 20-B and 20-D) to contact 570, closed be 
cause relay R-18 has not been operated, back to point 
549, thence up and over line 550 to the relay R-20, 
which causes the drum to still move counter-clockwise. 
Also upon the operation of relay R-23, the Set of con 
tacts 555 was opened, and the circuit continued from line 
556 through the 100-ohm resistor back to the motor, 
which caused a slowing up of the motor drive, which re 
duces the speed of the drum to Such an extent that it 
materially aids in the rapid Selection of the particular 
line of the group of lines. 

It has been described above how the drum is rotated. 
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still in a counter-clockwise direction, but at a much slower 
speed. However, the speed is not slow enough to cause 
it to stop instantly that the contact 480 leaves the i brush 
497, and consequently the adjacent contact 478 will con 
tact the brush 497, which will complete the following 
circuit: from the brush (497 to contact 478, over slip ring 
477, brush 493, over line 575 (Figs. 20-B and 20-D), 
over a set of contacts 576 for relay R-18, which has not 
been operated, and thence over line 577 to point 578, 
then over line 579 to the drum release button. 580, which 
is normally closed, thence to relay R-21, which causes 
an operation of Irelay R-21, which causes the set of con 
tacts 581 c and 582 to close, which completes a circuit 
from the line 115-volt power source - through a set of 
contacts 581 over i line 584, to the winding on the other 
side of the motor 239, which causes the motor to drive 
in a clockwise direction. At this time, the 100-ohm re 
sistor is still in the circuit, and the motor will drive slowly 
clockwise and perhaps carry the contact - 578 back past 
the brush 497, so that the brush may again contact the 
contact 480, which would reverse the direction of the 
drum. The operations of first relay R-20 and then R-21 
eventually cause the drum to come to a position of rest 
whereupon the brush 497 is contacting the insulating disk 
197 between the two plates 478 and 480, thus prevent 
ing either relay, R-20 or R-2} from operating. 

If for any reason both relays R-20 and R-21, are op 
erated simultaneously, the operator operates the drum. 
release button 580 to release relay R-21. 
From the above description it will be clear that the 

indicator drum with the indicator tax chart thereon has 
been so positioned that the line opposite the $1 16.00 groSS 
pay is directly behind the opening 431 in the lamp hous 
ing 430, so that, when the lamps are lighted, the figures 
in the proper selected columns can be readilly seen by 
the operator through the magnifying member 432. 
When gross pays, other than the specific example of 

$1 16.00, are the controlling amounts, then circuits may 
be over the contacts 451 and 452 and slip rings 454, 455, 
and 456 to controll the turning of the drum to Select other 
groups of lines from the $10.00 Selector switches, and 
other circuits may be over the slip rings 475, 476, and 477 
and the contacts 478 and 480 to control the Selection 
of a line from the selected group of lines. 

During the time of the positioning of the drum under 
control of these relays R-20 and R-21, the Switch 552 
or 582 is closed, depending upon which of the relays 
R-20 or R-21 is operated in the manner previously de 
scribed. This completes a circuit from the 48-Volt power 
source over either the switch 552 or 582, depending 
upon which relay is operated at that particular time, to 
a point 590 and thence over line 591 (Figs. 20-B and 
20_D) through a rectifier 592, to charge a condenser 593. 
The charge in this condenser is then used to operate 
relay i R-22. The operation of relay R–22 opens con 
tact 525, thus preventing any release of the machine by 
a depression of any of the operating keys, which would 
close switch 524, thus effecting the circuits through the 
selectors which control the drum, and therefore would 
possibly cause the drum to stop in the wrong position. 

In other words, if the machine were operated before 
the drum has reached its final position, the operation of 
the machine will immediately stop the operation of the 
drum, which would give a false line Selection and there 
fore a false indication to the operator. This, of course, 
must be prevented, and hence the relay R-22 is pro 
vided in this circuit, to prevent any such wrong indication. 
At the time the drum is being positioned, the circuit 

in the example being discussed, which, it will be re 
membered, is for a gross pay of $1 16.00, the $100.00 
selector (the right-hand one in Fig. 20-C) has been moved 
so that its wiper 163 is contacting the contact 162--S and 
the contact 161 which does not complete a circuit. 

However, the circuit continues on from the junction 
of lines 541 and 542, to the contact 162 in the extreme 
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left-hand dollar bank selector over wiper F63, i over Con 
tact 1861, in the sixth position, due to the fact that the 
dollars differential went to the sixth position, thence 
over line 691 (Figs. 20-C and 20—A)" over closed contact 
602, which causes operation of relay R-5. Relay R-3 
is tied in with relay, R-1 over line 603, and consequently, 
when relay R-1 is operated by the above-described cir 
cuit, relay R–3 is also operated. The operation of Irelay 
R-1 closes switches 604, which completes the circuit to 
the holding circuit line 537, thus holding both relays 
R-- and R-3. 

During the operation of the drum, the following cir 
cuit is also completed from the junction of lines 541 and 
542, over line 542 to point 605, over line 606, over timer 
switch C, which is not closed until after the circuit has 
been completed through the left-hand dollar selector 
bank, to close the circuit to cause operation of Irelays R-1 
and R-3. From the timer Switch C, the circuit continues 
on to the contact 862 of the dime bank selector over its 
wiper 1963 to contact 86 i in Zero position. It will be 
remembered that there were no dimes or pennies in the 
gross pay under consideration, and therefore this diff 
ferential mechanism, under control of the totalizer, was 
not moved, there being nothing in the dime differential. 
Therefore I this circuit continues on from this point over 
line 607 (Figs. 20–C and 20-A) to contact 608, and 
thence from there to relay R-2 to the ground, which 
causes operation of relay R-2. The operation of this 
relay R-2 now closes contact 609, which completes the 
circuit to the holding wire 537, thus holding relay R—2. 
From the above description of the electrical circuits, 

the line on the indicator drum has been selected, and 
all of the proper relays to select the proper lamps in con 
nection with the $1 16.00 gross pay have been operated. 
The only thing i necessary now to do is to describe the 
circuits to light up the lamps which have been selected 
under control of the $1 16.00 gross pay. 

In other words, the operation of setting up the em 
ployee's gross pay, under control of a sub-total operation, 
in the manner previotisly described, by the depression of 
the Gross key 662 in row 1, has been fully completed, and 
all circuits are completed except those circuits which 
are to be operated now to light up the lamps which have 
been selected under control of the differentials, which 
in turn were controlled by the gross pay of $116.00, in 
the example being given. 
The next operation, and the one in which the selected 

lamps are lighted, is the extension of the employee's earn 
ings to date. The present earnings-to-date involves or in 
cludes the prior earnings-to-date plus the $1 16.00 gross 
pay, which is being considered in this transaction. To 
release the machine for such operation, the operator de 
presses the “Extension” key 63 in row 1 and the “Earn 
ings-to-Date” key 65 in row 2. The “Earnings-to-Date” 
key is an operating key and releases the machine. The 
depression of key 63 in row 1 causes the differential of 
row 1 to go to the 2 position and completes the follow 
ing circuit from the 48-volt source of supply over line 
529 to point 521, line 522 to point 523, and thence over 
timer Switch. A and line 530 to the contact 162 in the total 
roW. The wiper i63, under control of the “Extension” 
key, has now moved up to the 2 position and contacts 
the contact 2 to complete the circuit over line 610 over 
Switch 611, which is closed upon operation of the “Earn 
ings-to-Date” key 65. From switch 61, the circuit con 
tinues over line 612 (Figs. - 20-D and 20-E) to contact 
613 and thence to relay R-17 to ground, which causes 
operation of relay R-17. The operation of this relay 
closes contacts 654, which completes the circuit to the 
holding line 537, thus causing relay i R-17 to be locked 
in operated position. 
The operation of Irelay R-17 causes switch i 615 to be 

closed, thus completing the circuit from the 6-volt power 
source over the switch, 615 to point 616. 
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From the point 686, a circuit is now completed over 
line 620, over contact 621, which remains in the condi 
tion shown, due to the fact that relay R-5 has not been 
operated, thence over line 62.2 (FigS. 20-B, 20-D, 20-C, 
and 20-A), over contact 623, which was closed by the 
operation of Irelay R-5, cver line 624, Over contact 625, 
which was closed by the operation of Irelay (R-2, over line 
626, and thence to the left-hand lamp 403 of the Social 
security group of lamps to the ground. This causes this 
particular lamp to be lighted, and, since the $1 16.00 line 
was selected by the drum, the amount cf social Security 
deduction, $1.74, will be visible to the operator, due to 
the fact that the left-hand lamp 481 has been lighted. 
At the same time the previously-described circuit was 

completed, the following circuit was completed from 
point 616 to point 630, over line 631 (Figs, 20--B, 20-D, 
20–C, and 20-A) to point 632. From this point, the 
circuit is continued over contact 633, which was closed 
upon the operation of relay R-1, thence over line 634 to 
the lefthand lamp 402 to the ground, thus causing the 
left-hand lamp 402, in connection with the city income 
tax, to be lighted, which will signal the operator that the 
city income tax to be deducted amounts to 58 cents. 
From point 632, this last-mentioned circuit continues on 
over line 635 to lamp 400, and thence to the ground, 
causing this lamp 400 to be lighted. This lamp, as has 
been previously described, is directly behind the gross pay 
column, thus indicating to the operator that the line in 
which the $1 16.00 gross pay has been selected in the 
manner previously described, under control of the sub 
total operation of the employee's gross pay. The follow 
ing circuit is also completed at this time from point 630 
over contact 640 of unloperated relay R-14, thence over 
line 641 (Fig. 20-A) to point 642 over line 643 (Figs. 
20-C and 20-A) over contact 536, which, it will be re 
membered, was closed by the previous operation of Irelay 
R-5, and thence over line 644 to lamp 403 to the ground, 
this lamp 403 being the one in the second column, which 
is the column for one dependent in connection with 
federal income taxes. This circuit causes this lamp to be 
lighted, so that the operator will be signaled to deduct 
the amount of 818.80 from this gross pay of $1 16.00, 
which $18.80 is the prefigured amount for an employee 
having one dependent. 

By the description of the circuits just described in con 
nection with the gross pay of $1 16.00, the drum was 
turned to select the line in which the S116.00 amount is 
shown in the Gross Pay column on Fig. 19. In this same 
line, the first column of the F. O. A. B. was selected and 
a lamp lighted behind this column, and the first column 
of the city income tax was selected and the lamp lighted 
behind this column, and the second lamp in the de 
pendents' columns of figures was lighted, so that the op 
erator is signaled to deduct the amount of $1.74 F. O. A. 
B., 58 cents city income tax, and $18.80 federal income 
tax from this gross pay of $1 16.00, which amounts are 
all shown on the facsimile of the check as indicated in 
Fig. 17. 

It might be well to state here that during the operation 
Such as that described, on certain of the relays, as shown 
in the wiring diagram, there are closed contacts over 
which circuits are partially completed, but they are not 
fully completed at this time because they are not involved 
in connection with the specific amount of the gross pay 
being considered. 

However, under other conditions, such as different 
amounts of gross pays, some of those particular relays 
may be operated, and the ones which have been described 
as having been operated for the past $116.00 problem 
may not be operated because they would not necessarily be 
involved in this particular new circuit in connection with 
a different gross pay. 
The operator now sets upon the amount keys 61 the 

amounts of the various deductions which have been indi 
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cated to her by the lighting of the various lamps, as above 
described. These amounts are deducted from the em 
ployee's gross pay. Any other fixed amounts, Stilich & S 
union dues or hospitalization, or any other types of de 
ductions which this particular er:2pioyee may have, are 
at this time deducted from the gross pay. After all de 
ductions have been made, the operator depresses the Net 
Pay key 62 in row 1, which releases the machine for the 
final operation of the machine, to complete the writing 
of this particular employee's payroll check, which under 
consideration is one with a gross pay of $1 16.00. 
The depression of the Net Pay key 62 in row 1 causes 

the differential of row 1 to be set in the 1 positicin, where 
upon a circuit is completed from the 48-volt power Supply 
(Fig. 20-D) over line 520 to point 521 (Fig. 20-C) over 
line 522 to point 523, and thence over timer switch. A to 
line 530, and contact 162, brush 163 over contact {6!, 
in the 1 position, thence over line 650 (Figs. 20-D and 
20-B) to relay R-16 to the ground, causing operation of 
this relay R-16. The operation of this relay opens the 
contact 538, thus opening or breaking the circuit through 
the holding wire 537, thereby releasing all previously 
operated relays involved in the particular transaction of 
$1 16.00 gross pay. 

In other words, the release of the holding circuit 537 
by the operation of Irelay R-16 permits all of the previous 
lly-operated relays to be automatically returned to their 
normal position, whereupon the machine is in condition 
for any subsequent necessary operation. 
AS has been earlier pointed out in this specification, 

the operation of the Net Pay key 62 in row 1 caused the 
ejection of this particular employee's clock card from the 
clock card box, which is, as above mentioned, located on 
the top of the machine, as shown and illustrated in the 
above-mentioned Spurlino et al. Patent No. 2,467,704. 
The above-described circuits give a complete electrical 

Operation of the Selection of the group of lines on the 
tax indicator chart, the selection of a line from the 
group, the Selection of the proper lamps to be lighted, and 
finally the lighting of those lamps involved in the writing 
of One Specific payroll check, which, in the example given, 
was for the gross amount of $1 16.00. 
There are other circuits which are involved in connec 

tion with the present invention, which are controlled, for 
example, when the gross pay involves amounts of money 
including fractional parts of dollars, such as amounts up 
to 33 cents, and then amounts from 34 cents to 99 cents 
when the employee's pay ends in even dollars, and when 
it ends in oddi dollars the penny bank control runs from 
$1.00 to $1.66 and then from $1.67 to 31.99, in order to 
Select the proper Social Security lamp, of which there are 
four because, as above described, there are four columns of Social security figures. 
The amount of gross pay ending in cents and dimes 

also controls the proper one of the city income tax lamps 
402 to be lighted. The circuits for controlling these 
lamps change on the even and odd dollar amounts. In 
other Words, if the employee's gross pay was, for example, 
$70.00, the left-hand lamp 482 would be lighted, and, if 
his pay was 871.00, the right-hand lamp 462 would be 
lighted, so that the proper amount of city income tax 
Would be deducted. There is another circuit which con 
trols the lighting of lamp 433 when the man's gross pay 
is of Such an amount that there should be no federal in 
Come tax, deducted therefrom. 
Another circuit is completed upon the extension of the 

earnings-to-date when that amount of money involves 
$3,600.00 or more. The lighting of the lamp 434 causes 
a red signal to be visible to the operator, and at the same 
time the F. O. A. B. key 67 in row 4 is locked against de preSS1Con. 

During the operation of the machine, of extending the 
employee's earnings-to-date, which involves the depression 
of the Extension key 63 in row 1, and the “Earnings-to 
Date” key 65 in row 2, a circuit is completed at the same 
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time that the previously-described circuit through switch 
6 Fi! and line 642 was completed to operate relay R-17. 
Said circuit is from switch o 6 is to contact 162 of the 
thouSand-dollar bank over wiper 263, which at this time 
is contacting the contact â6Â in the third position, over 
line 669 (Figs. 20-D and 20-C) to contact 862-S of the 
one-hundred-dollar bank Selector over wiper 163, which 
at this time is contacting the contact 162-S with the con 
tact i68 in the sixth position of this bank, over line 661 
to point 662. From point 662, the circuit continues over 
line 663 (Figs. 20-D and 20-B) to contact 664, to point 
666 and thence to the coil of relay, R-15 o back to the 
ground. This causes operation of Irelay R-A5, which pulls 
up contact 665, which completes the circuit to the holding 
wire . 537, thus holding relay i R-5, in an operated con 
dition. • 

The current is at the present time to the point 666, 
and from this point the circuit continues on over line 
667 (Figs. 20-B and 20-D) i over the normally closed 
O. A. B. release switch 668, to the 48-volt solenoid 669, 
to the ground. Operation of this solenoid 669 pulls up 
the latch 670 to lock the O. A. B. key 67, as shown in 
Fig. i 20-D. — - — 

The operation of relay R-15 opens the contact 621 and 
closes contact 674 over line 672 - to the lamp 434, and 
thence to the ground, causing this lamp 434 to light, which 
signals a red light to the operator. \\ 
The opening of the contacts 62 i breaks the circuit over 

line 622, which was closed to light the lamp 401 asso 
ciated with the social security, and therefore, by breaking 
this circuit 622, the lamp 491 which was previously lighted 
is turned out. 
When the operator receives a red light signal by the 

lighting of lamp 434, there still may be a certain smaller 
amount of F. O. A. B. to be deducted, and, in order to 
release the F. O. A. B. key 67, the operator then manually 
operates the O. A. B. release switch 668, which releases 
the solenoid i 669 and allows the latch 670 to be taken 
out from under the key 67 by its spring to free the key 
67 for operation. 
When an employee's i gross pay is under $60.00, the 

chart variables are in one-dollar steps, and, when it is 
$60.00 or over, the chart variables are in two-dollar steps. 
Whenever the gross pay, therefore, is under $60.00, 

relay R-14 (Fig. 20--B) is operated in the following man 
ner: A circuit is completed from point 605 (Fig. 20–C) 
over contact 162 of the $100.00 selector, over wiper 163 
in the zero position, over line 675 to the contact 162 of 
the adjacent $10.00 bank, over wiper i63, through line 
676, which is connected to all contacts 1961, 0, to 5, over 
line (677 (Figs. 20-C and 20-A) to contact 678 (Fig. 
20-B), thence to the winding of relay (R-4 to the ground. 
This causes operation of relay R-14, which closes contact 
679 and completes the circuit to the holding wire 537. 
The operation of relay R-14 opens the previously-de 

scribed contact 640 and closes contact 674 to complete a 
circuit from point 639 over 674, over line - 680 (Figs. 
20-A, 20-C, and 20-A) over contact 684, when the 
amount is in even dollars, since relays R-g and R-3 have 
been operated on even dollar amounts in the manner 
previously described. 

Should the amount of money have been in odd dollars, 
then relays R-5, and R-3 would not have been operated, 
and consequently the circuit would have been from line 
689 (Fig. 20--A) over contact 683, over line 684 to point 
685, over line 686 to switch contact 535, which was closed 
by relay R-5 with one dependent, and from contact 535. 
over line 688 to point 687, and from there to lamp No. 6 
to the ground, which lamp No. 6 is behind the second 
column of odd figures up in the right-hand section of the 
chart in Fig. 19, thus lighting this lamp when there is 
one dependent and the amount is below $60.00 and end 
ing in oddi dollars. - -- 
The last-described operation for circuits for amounts 
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Same for relay's R-4, R-6, R-7, R-8, to controll the light 
ing of the proper lamps 5, 7, 8, and 9 under the number 
of dependents. 
When the employee's gross pay is under $60.00, re 

|lays R-9, R-0, R-ili, R-52, and R-13 are operated to 
close the circuit to the No Income Tax lamp 433 in the 
following manner. These relays R-9 to R-13 are - taken 
into consideration when the employee has five or more 
dependents only. 
The operation of Irelay R-14 closed a contact 699 to 

complete a circuit from point 630 over contact 690 over 
line 691 to point 692 (Fig. 20-C). From point 692, the 
circuit is connected to the middle sets of contacts of all 
relays R-9 to R-13 inclusive. Thus a circuit, when any 
one of these relays is operated, is completed to point 694, 
and from that point over line (695 to the No Income Tax 
lamp 433 - and thence to the ground. — 
Whenever this lamp 433 is lighted, a green i light is 

signaled to the operator, so that no income tax is to be . 
deducted. Similarly, at that time none of the lamps 
behind any of the “Dependents” columns 0 to 9 are lighted, 
because, when the amount is under $60.00 and there are 
five or more dependents, no circuits are completed to 
any of those lamps. w 
When the gross pay is $60.00 or under and ends in 

even dollars, the operation of Irelay R-3 completes a 
circuit over the 681 contact, line 682 to point 642. From 
point 642, the circuit is connected to the bottom sets of 
contacts of all relays R-4, R-5, R-6, R-7, and R-8, in 
clusive. Thus, when any of these relays is operated, a 
circuit is completed to lamps 493 (0, 1, 2, 3, and 4) of 
the federal income tax columns. 
When the gross pay is under $60.00 and ending in even 

dollars, for 0 to 4 dependents, the 0 to 4 lamps 403 are 
lighted. When the gross pay is under $60.00 and ends 
in oddi dollars, for 0 to 4 dependents, the 5 to 9 lamps 403 
are lighted. - . 
When the employee's pay ends in oddi dollars and 

pennies up to 66 cents, Irelay R-2 is operated by the foll 
lowing circuits. 
From the previous description, it will be recalled that, 

whenever line 667 is energized, relay R-2 is operated 
in the manner previously described, and therefore, in 
connection with the circuits now to be described, they 
will be traced from their source only to the line 667. 
When the amount ends in 30 cents, the dime bank dif 
ferential wiper 1636 completes a circuit from the contact 
162 to the third contact 16 over line 700 (Figs. 20-Cand 
20-A) to closed contact 701 of un operated relay (R-3, and 
thence to line 697 to operate relay R-2. 
When the amount is 40 or 50 cents, a circuit is com 

pleted from contact i62 over wiper 163 to the contact 
161 in the 4 or 5 position, over line - 762 to contact 783 
of un operated relay (R-3 to line 764, and thence to the 
line 607, which operates relay R-2. • 
When the dime bank differential wiper 163 is on the 

contact 16 i in the No. 6 position, the circuit is completed 
from 1462 contact over wiper i63, contact i64 in the 
sixth position, over line, 705 to closed contact 766 of the 
unloperated relay (R-3, and thence over line 707 back to 
line 798 to the contact â 62 of the penny bank, and, if 
the amount is even 60 cents or up to 63 cents, the cir 
cuit then goes from the contact 162 of the penny bank 
over its wiper Ei63 through line 709 over line 719 to point 
711 on the line - 667, which again goes to the relay R-2 
to operate the same. ~ 

Should the penny bank I have been standing in the 4, 
5, or 6 position, with its wiper i63 in any of those three 
positions, a circuit is completed from this penny bank, 
contact i62 over the wiper i63, and contact i6} in the 
4, 5, or 6 position over line 71.5 (Figs. 250-C and 20-A): 
over closed contact 726 to line 704 and thence to the line 
607, which operates relay R-2. - - - - 

Since points 7, 8, and 9 in the dime bank selector and 
of oddi dollars under $60.00 would be substantially the 75 points 7, 8, and 9 in the penny bank selector have no 
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electrical connections when the differential goes to these 
positions, the relay R-2 will not be operated. 
As has been earlier described in connection with the 

circuit diagram, when the amount of gross pay ends in 
even dollars, the relays R-1 and R-3 are operated, and 
at this time, should the dime bank be in any position 0, 
1, ror 2, the circuit will be completed through the contact 
162, wiper 163, and directly to the line 607 to operate 
the relay (R-2 under this condition. 

Since relays R- and R-3 are now operated, the pennies 
bank differential up to three cents will complete the cir 
cuit through line 748 to point 711, and in the dimes bank 
the circuit will be completed over the line 700 through 
switch 72 i over line 708 and thence back to the penny 
bank contact 862, which then will complete the circuit 
up to three cents over the line 710 to the common point 
711 on the line 687 to operate relay R-2. 

During the operation of Irelay (R-3, the contact 756 
was opened, thus breaking the circuit 715 to the contacts 
4, 5, and 6 of the penny bank, so that everything above 
three cents in the penny bank will be in operative as far 
as the lamp controlling is concerned. 
The operation of R-3 also causes the contact 703 to 

open, thereby breaking the circuit through line 702, so 
that the 4 and 5 positions in the dime bank are in opera 
tive to effect any control. 
The operation of Irelay R-3 also opens contact 706, 

which causes an opening in the circuit line 705 to the 
sixth contact in the dime bank, thus rendering contact 
6 i noperative as far as effective control is concerned. 
Therefore, with the employee's gross pay ending in even 
dollars, any amount of 33 cents and below will cause an 
operation of Irelay (R-2. Any amount above this will not 
cause any operation of Irelay R-2, and similarly with odd 
dollars ending when the amount is 66 cents and below, 
relay R-2 is operated, and for amounts above 66 cents 
the relay (R-2 is not operated. 
The operation of Irelay R-2 in conjunction with the 

set of contacts 623 and 723 on relay R-1 controls the 
lighting of the lamps 461, numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, asso 
ciated with the social security of F. O. A. B. columns 
of figures. With an even amount of dollars and cents 
up to 33 cents, the No. 1' lamp 401 is lighted, and be 
tween 34 and 99 cents, the No. 2' lamp 401 is lighted. 
On odd dollars, the lamp No. 3-401 is lighted when the 
pennies run up to 66 cents, and between 67 and 99 cents 
the lamp 430 associated with the fourth column of social 
Security figures is lighted. 
The lamp 1 or 2, &32 in connection with the city income 

tax columns of figures is lighted, depending upon the posi 
tion of Irelay R-21; if Irelay R-- it is not operated, then a 
contact 724 completes the circuit to the No. 2' lamp, and 
if the amount of dollars is even and the relay R-1 is 
cperated, then the contact 633 completes the circuit to 
No. 1' lamp 432 in the city income tax column. 

It might be well to state at this point that the timer 
switch. A of Fig. 20-D aild timer switches D and C, as 
shown in Fig. 20–C are operated by cams in the machine 
at the following times: The timer Switch. A is closed 
after the Selectors are positioned and opened near the 
end of the operation. The timer Switch C closes after 
switch. A is opened and at about approximately 310 to 
355 degrees. The timer Switch, D is normally closed, 
and is cpen all the time the selector switches are in mo 
tion, and is again closed at about 150 degrees so as to 
be normally closed. 

Since the operations of all of the mechanical parts 
in connection with this present invention have been de 
scribed in connection with the detailed description, no 
further description of the operation of the mechanical 
parts is thought necessary at this time. 

Likewise it is not felt necessary to go into any further 
description of the electrical circuits, all of which have 
been described in sufficient detail to select a group of 
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lines on the drum and a line from the group, and also to 
Select any of the proper lamps in connection with the 
F. O. A. B. taxes, the city income taxes, and the federal 
income taxes, whether the amount be in even dollars or 
oddi dollars and also whether or not the number of de 
pendents is from no dependents to mine dependents. 

Circuits have also been described in connection with 
this invention to point out how the right-hand lamps Nos. 
6 to 9 in connection with the federal income tax columns 
are selected for operation and lighted when the employee 
has from no dependents to four dependents. 
While the form of mechanism herein shown and de 

scribed is admirably adapted to fulfill the objects pri 
marily stated, it is to be understood that it is not intended 
to confine the invention to the one form or embodiment 
herein disclosed, for it is susceptible of embodiment in 
various forms. 
What is claimed is: 
1. I'm a machine capable of single-cycle and multiple 

cycle operations involved in a complete transaction; a 
plurality of banks of controll keys certain of which control 
the machine to make one-cycle operations and the remain 
ing keys controll the machime to make multiple-cycle 
operations; a plurality of banks of amount-determining 
means; a plurality of differential mechanisms, one for 
each bank of amount determining means; a plurality of 
totalizers selectable by certain of the controll keys and 
operable different extents by the differential mechanisms; 
means to cause a multiple-cycle operation to set the dif 
erential mechanisms under control of the gross amount 
in one of said totalizers; a differentially adjustable chart 
having thereon columns of figures, one column of figures 
representing gross pay, four columns representing social 
Security deductions based on the gross pay, two columns 
representing city income tax deductions based on the gross 
pay, ten columns representing federal income tax deduc 
tions based on the gross pay and the number of depend 
ents chargeable against Such gross pay, said columns of 
figures being so arranged that in a horizontal line with 
each gross pay there are four Social Security deductible 
ffigures, two city income tax deductible figures and ten 
federal income tax deductible figures; rotatabile cylindrical 
meäins for supporting said chart; means under control 
of said differential mechanisms when the latter are set 
under control of the differential position of said totalizer 
in a multiple-cycle operation for rotating said cylindrical 
means for adjusting said chart for selecting the line on 
the chart corresponding to the differential position of the 
totalizer; and means under control of one of Said banks of 
amount determining means for selecting one of said ten 
federal income tax deductible ffigures on the chart in its adjusted positicn. 

2. In a machine capable of single-cycle and multiple 
cycle operations involved in a complete transaction; a 

* plurality of banks of control! keys certain of which control 
the machine to make one-cycle operations and the remain 
i'i ag keys controll the machine to make multiple-cycle 
operations; a plurality of banks of amount-determining 
means; a plurality of differential mechanisms, cine for 
each bank of amount determining means; a plurality of 
totalizers Selectable by certain of the controll keys and 
operable different extents by the differential mechanisms; 
means to cause a multiple-cycle operation to set the dif 
ferential mechanisms under control of the gross almount 
in one of said totalizers; a differentially adjustable chart 
having thereon columns of figures, one column of figures 
representing gross pay, four columns representing social 
Security deductions based on the gross pay, two columns 
representing city income tax deductions based on the 
groSS pay, ten columns representing federal income tax 
deductions based on the gross pay and the number of 
dependents chargeable against such gross pay, said 
columns of figures being so arranged that in a horizontal 
line with each gross pay there are four social security 
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deductible figures, two city income tax deductible figures 
and ten federal income tax deductible ffigures; rotatable 
cylindrical means for supporting said chart; electrically 
operated means controlled by said differential mechanisms 
and by one of said controll keys in a multiple-cycle Cpera 
tion to differentially position said rotatable cylindricali 
means to automatically i select the line of figures on the 
chart corresponding to the gross pay in said totalizer; 
and electrically operated means controlled by one of Said 
banks of amount determining means to automatical!!! 
select one of said ten federal income tax deductible figures 
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in line with the selected i grcss pay on the differentially : 
adjusted chart. 

3. In a machine capable of single-cycle and multiple 
cycle operations involved in a complete transaction; a 
plurality of banks of controcl keys certain of which con 
trol the machine to make one-cycle operations and the 
remaining keys controll the machine to make multiple 
cycle operations; a plurality of banks of amount-deter 
mining means; a plurality of differential mechanisms, one 
for each bank of amount determining means; a plurality 
of totalizers selectable by certain of the controll keys and 
operable different extents by the differential mechanisms; 
means to cause a multiple-cycle operation to Set the dif 
ferential mechanisms under control of the gross amount 
in one of said totalizers; a differentially adjustable chart 
having thereon columns of figures, cine column of figures 
representing gross pay, four columns representing Social 
security deductions based on the gross pay, two columns 
representing city income tax deductions based on the groSS 
pay, ten columns representing federal income tax deduc 
tions based on the gross pay and the number of dependents 
chargeable against such gross pay, Said columns of figures 
being so arranged that in a horizontal line with each gross . 
pay there are four social security deductible figures, two 
city income tax deductible figures and ten federal inconne 
tax deductible figures; a rotatable means for Slipporting 
said chart; electrical means controdded by said differential 
mechanisms when the latter are positicined under control 
of the differential setting cf the totalizer during a multiplie 
cycle operation caused by one of Said controll keys, to 
differentially adjust said chart to Select the grc:SS play 
figure on the chart which corresponds to the differential 
setting of said totalizer; and electrical means to Seiect Oibre 
of the ten federal income tax figures which is in line 
with the selected gross pay amount on the adjusted chart. 

4. In a machine capable of single-cycle and multiple 
cycle operations involved in a complete transaction; a 
plurality of banks of controll keys certain of which con 
troll the machine to make one-cycle operations and the 
remaining keys - controll the machine to make multiple 
cycle operations; a plurality of banks of amount-deter 
mining means; a plurality of differential mechanisms, one 
for each bank of amount determining means; a plurality 
of totalizers selectable by certain of the controll keys and { 
operable different extents by the differential mechanisms; 
means to cause a multiple-cycle operation to set the differ 
ential mechanisms under control of the gross amount in 
one of said totalizers; a differentially adjustable chart 
having thereon columns of figures, one column of figures 
representing gross pay, four columns representing social 
security deductions based on the gross pay, two columns 
representing city income tax dedictions based on the gross 
pay, then columns representing federal income tax deduc 
tions based on the gross pay and the number of depend 
ents chargeable against Such i gross pay, said columns of 
figures being So arranged that in a horizontal line with 
each gross pay there are four social Security deductible fig 
ures, two city income tax deductible figures and ten federal 
income tax deductible figures; a rotatable means for sup 
porting said chart; o electrical means controlled by Said 
differential mechanisms when the latter are positioned 
under control of the setting of the totalizer during a mul 
tiple-cycle operation caused by one of said controll keys, to 
operate . Said rotatable means to differentially position said 
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chart to select the gross pay figure on the chart which cor-- 
responds to the setting of the totalizer; electrical means to 
select on the differentially positioned - chart, one of the ten 
federal income tax figures which is inline with the selected 
gross pay; electrical means to select on Said differentially, 
positioned chart, one of the four Social security figures in 
line with the selected i gross pay; and electrical means to 
select on said chart after it has been differentially posi 
tioned, one of the city income tax figures in line with the 
selected gross pay. 

5. In a machine capable of single-cycle and multiple 
cycle operations involved in complete transactions; a plu 
rality of banks of controll keys certain of which control 
the machine to make one-cycle operations and the re 
maining keys control the machine to make multiple-cycle 
operations; a plurality of banks of amount-determining 
means; a plurality of differential mechanisms, one for 
each bank of amount determining means; a plurality of 
totalizers selectable by certain of the controll keys and 
operable different extents by the differential mechanisms; 
means to cause a multiple-cycle operation to set the differ 
ential mechanisms under control of the setting of one of 
said totalizers according to the gross amount in said one 
totalizer; a differentially adjustable chart having thereon 
columns of figures, one column of figures representing 
gross pay, four columns representing social Security de 
ductions based on the gross pay, two columns representing 
city income tax deductions based on the gross pay, ten 
columns representing federal income tax deductions based 
on the gross pay and the number of dependents charge 
able against Such gross pay, Said columns of figures being 
so arranged that in a horizontal line with each gross pay 
there are four social security deductible figures, two city 
income tax deductible figures and ten federal income 
tax deductible figures; a rotatable means for I supporting 
said chart; electrical means controlled by a certain one of 
the differential mechanisms when the latter are positioned 
under control of the setting in the totalizer during a mul 
tiple-cycle operation to... cause differential adjustment 
of Said i chart to select a group of gross pay lines on said 
chart; and electrical means controlled by certain other 
of the differential mechanisms during said multiple-cycle 
operation to select a certain line of said group of lines on 
the differentially adjusted chart. 

6. In a machine capable of single-cycle and multiple 
cycle operations involved in a complete transaction; a 
plurality of banks of controll keys certain of which con 
troi the machine to make one-cycle operations and the 
remaining keys control the machine to make multiple 
cycle operations; a plurality of banks of amount-deter 
mining means; a plurality of differential mechanisms, one 
for each bank of amount determining means; a plurality 
of totalizers Selectable by certain of the controll keys and 
operable different extents by the differential mechanisms; 
I means to cause a multiple-cycle operation to set the dif 
ferential mechanisms under control of the setting of one 
of Said totalizers according to the gross amount in said 
one totalizer; a differentially adjustable i chart I having 
thereon columns of figures, one column of figures repre 
Senting gross pay, four columns representing social secur 
ity deductions based on the gross pay, two columns 
representing city income tax deductions based on the gross 
pay, ten columns representing federal income tax deduc 
tions based on the gross pay and the number of dependents 
chargeable against Such gross pay, said columns of figures 
being So arranged that in a horizontal line with each gross 
pay there are four social security deductible figures, two 
city income tax, deductible figures and ten federal income 
taX deductible ffigures; a rotatable means for supporting 
Said chart; electrical means controlled by the ten-dollar 
denomination differential mechanism when the latter is 
positioned under control of the setting of the correspond 
ing totalizer wheel to cause differential adjustment of said 
charge to Select a group of gross pay lines on the chart; 
and electrical means controlled by the dollar denomina 
tion differential mechanism when the latter is positioned 
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also controlled by the setting of the totalizer to indicate 
a certain column of a third group of columns of figures 
for deduction when said - totalizer Setting represents an 
amount which ends in even dollars and in cents up to 33, 
to indicate another column of the third group when Said 
amount in the totalizer ends in even dollars and in cents 
from 34 to 99, to indicate a third column of Said third 
group when said amount in the totalizer ends in odd 
dollars and in cents up to 66, and to indicate a fourth 
column of said third group when said amount in the 
totalizer ends in oddi dollars and in cents from 67 to 99, 
and to indicate which column of a fourth group of 
columns depending upon whether said totalizer Setting 
represents an amount which ends in even dollars or 
oddi dollars without regard to the amount of centS. 

11. In a machine capable of single-cycle and multiple 
cycle operations involved in a complete transaction; a 
plurality of banks of controll keys certain of which con 
trol the machine to make - one-cycle operations - and the 
remaining keys controll the machine to make mulitiple 
cycle operations; a plurality of banks of amount-determin 
ing means; a plurality of differentical mechanisms, one for 
each bank of amount-determining means; a plurality of 
totalizers selectable by certain of the controll keys and op 
erable different extents by the differential mechanisms; 
means to cause a multiple-cycle operation to Set the dif 
ferential mechanisms under control of the groSS amount 
in one of said totalizers; a chart having thereon columns 
of figures, one column of figures representing gross pay, 
four columns representing social security deductions based 
on the gross pay, two columns representing city income 
tax deductions based on the gross pay, ten columns rep 
resenting federal income tax deductions based on the 
gross pay and the number of dependents chargeable against 
such gross pay, said columns of figures being So arranged 
that in a horizontal line with each gross pay there are four 
Social security deductable figures, two city income tax 
deductable figures and ten federal income tax deductable 
figures; electrically controlled means under control of the 
differential setting of the totalizer which contains the groSS 
pay, to move the chart to select a line of figures corre 
sponding to said gross pay; electrically operated means 
controlled by said totalizer to indicate a certain column of 
a group of columns of figures for deduction when said 
totalizer contains an amount which ends in oddi dollars 
and is under $60.00; electrically operated means com 
trolled by said totalizer to indicate a certain column of 
another group of columns of figures for deduction when 
said totalizer contains an amount which is under $60.00 
and ends in an even number of dollars; electrically com 
trolled means controlled by said totalizer to indicate a 
certain column of a third group of columns of figures for 
deduction when said totalizer contains an amount which 
ends in even dollars and in cents up to 33, to indicate an 
other column of the third group when said totalizer con 
tains an amount which ends in even dollars and in cents 
from 34 to 99, to indicate a third column of said third 
group when Said totalizer contains an amount which ends 
in odd dollars and in cents up to 66, and to indicate a 
fourth cclaimin of said third group when said totalizer con 
tains an amcunt which ends in odd dollars and in cents 
from 67 to 99, and to indicate which column of a fourth 
group of columns depending upon whether the amount 
in. Said totalizer ends in even dollars or oddi dollars with 
olut regard to the amount of cents; and electrical means 
operated Llander control of the thousand-dollar and one 
hundred-dollar differentials in a multiple-cycle operation 
when those differentials reach or pass certain positions 
Langder cac yn trol of the i'rngS-to-date, to operate a special 
indicator and to render ineffective any selected indicator 
group of coluntilias. 

12. in a machine capable of single-cycle and multiple 
cycle operations involved in a complete transaction; a 
plurality of banks of controll keys certain of which control 
the machine to make one-cycle operations and the remain 
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ing keys control the machine to make multiple-cycle 
operations; a plurality of banks of amount-determining 
means; a plurality of differential mechanisms, one for 
each bank of amount-determining means; a plurality of 
totalizers selectable by certain of the controll keys and 
operable different extents by the differential mechanisms; 
a special bank of keys; means to cause a multiple-cycle 
operation to set the differential mechanisms under control 
of the gross amount in one of said totalizers; a chart 
having thereon columns of figures, one column of figures 
representing gross pay, four columns representing Social 
security deductions based on the gross pay, two coll 
umns representing city income tax deductions based on 
the gross pay, ten columns representing federal income 
tax deductions based on the gross pay and the number 
of dependents chargeable against Such gross pay, said 
column of figures being so arranged that in a horizontal 
line with gross pay there are four social security de 
ductable figures, two city income tax i deductable figures 
and ten federal income tax deductable figures; means 
for supporting said i chart; means under control of Said 
differential mechanisms when the i latter are set under 
control of the differential setting of said totalizer in a 
multiple-cycle operation for selecting the line on the 
chart corresponding to the differential setting of the 
totalizer; and electrical means under control of said 
special bank of keys for selecting one of said federal 
income tax deductable figures. 

13. In a machine capable of producing payroll checks, 
said machine involving single-cycle and multiple-cycle 
operations and having totalizers, banks of number-deter 
mining keys, and banks of controll keys; a differentially 
adjustable chart I having columns of figures representing 
gross pays, F. O. A. B. deductions, city income tax 
deductions, federal income tax deductions, the latter 
based on the gross pay and the number of dependents, 
and additional columns of figures representing federal 
income tax deductions based on gross pay ending in 
odd dollars under $60.00 and also based on the num 
ber of dependents 0 to 4; electrical means controlled 
by the setting of the totalizer which contains the gross 
pay for adjusting said chart to select the gross pay on 
said chart; electrical means controlled by a certain one 
of the banks of number-determining keys for selecting 
the proper income tax deduction; electrical means con 
trolled by the setting of the , totalizer for selecting one 
of the city income tax deductions; and electrical means 
under control of the setting of said totalizer to select 
the proper F. O. A. B. deduction. 

14. In a machine capable of producing payroll checks, 
said machine involving single-cycle and multiple-cycle 

- operations and having totalizers, banks of number-deter 
mining keys, and banks of controll keys; a differentially 
adjustable i chart having columns of figures representing 
gross pays, F. O. . A. B. deductions, city income tax 
deductions, federal income tax i deductions, the latter 
based on the gross pay and the number of dependents, 
and additional columns i of... figures representing federal 
income tax deductions based - oni gross pay ending in 
oddi dollars under $60.00 and also based - on the num 
ber of dependents 0 - to - 4; o electrical means controlled 
by the Setting of the totalizer for adjusting said chart to 
Select the gross pays on said chart; electrical means con 
trolled by a certain one of the banks of number-deter 
mining keys for selecting the proper income tax de 
duction; electrical means controlled by the setting of 
the totalizer for selecting one of the city income tax 
deductions on the adjusted chart; electrical means : under 

• control of the totalizer to select the proper F. O. A. B. 
deduction; and electrical means controlled by the totalizer 
when the amount in said totalizer is under $60.00 and 
ends in oddi dollars to select a different income tax de 
duction. - - - - - ~~~~. — • • 

15. In a machine capable of producing payroll checks, 
75 Said machine involving i single-cycle and multiple-cycle 
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operations and having totalizers, banks of number-deter 
mining keys, and banks of controll keys; a differentially 
adjustable chart having columns of figures representing 
gross pays, F. O. A. B. deductions, city income tax 
deductions, federal income tax deductions, the latter 
based on the gross pay and the number of dependents, 
and additional columns of figures representing federal 
income tax deductions based on gross pay ending in 
oddi dollars under $60.00 and also based on the num 
ber of dependents 0 to 4; electrical means controlled 
by the setting of the totalizer to adjust said chart to 
select the gross pay on said chart; electrical means 
controlled by a certain one of the banks of number 
determining keys for selecting the proper income tax 
deduction; electrical means controlled by the setting of 
the totalizer for selecting one of the city income tax 
deductions on the adjusted chart; electrical means under 
control of the setting of said totalizer to select the proper 
F. O. A. B. deduction; electrical means controlled by 
the setting of the totalizer when said setting represents 
an amount under $60.00 and ends in oddi dollars to 
select a different income tax deduction; and electrical 
means controlled by the amount of earnings-to-date in a 
totalizer when such amount is over a certain figure to 
signal the operator of such fact and to cancell the selection 
of said F. O. A. B. deduction. 

16. In a machine capable of producing payroll checks, 
said machine involving single-cycle and multiple-cycle 
operations and having totalizers, banks of number-deter 
mining keys, and banks of controll keys; a differentially 
adjustable chart having columns of figures representing 
gross pays, F. O. A. B. deductions, city income tax de 
ductions, federal income tax deductions, the latter based 
on the gross pay and the number of dependents, and ad 
ditional columns of figures representing federal income 
tax deductions based on gross pay ending in oddi dollars 
under $60.00 and also based on the number of dependents 
0 to 4; electrical means controlled by the totalizer for 
adjusting said chart to select the gross pay on said chart; 
electrical means controlled by a certain one of the banks 
of number-determining keys for selecting the proper in 
come tax, deduction; electrical means controlled by the 
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totalizer for selecting one of the city income tax deduc 
tions on the adjusted chart; electrical means under con 
trol of said totalizer to select the proper F. O. A. B. de 
duction; electrical means controlled by the totalizer when 
said totalizer contains an amount under $60.00 and ends 
in oddi dollars to select a different income tax deduction; 
and electrical means under joint control of a certain one 
of the banks of number-determining keys and the setting 
of the totalizer to signal the operator that there shall be 
no federal income tax deduction. 

17. In a machine according to claim - 14 wherein the 
last-imentioned electrical means effects a cancellation of 
the first income tax deduction. 

18. In a machine according to claim, 13 wherein all 
electrical controls are cancelled during an operation of 
the machine initiated by a certain key in one of the con 
trol banks. 

19. In a machine according to claim, 13 including an 
electrical control effected by operation of a certain key 
in one of the control banks to cancel all previously set 
electrical controls. 

20. In a machine according to claim 1, including means 
under control of one key of one of the bank of keys which 
controls the machine to make multiple-cycle operations 
to cancell all previous controls. 
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